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RESEARCH FINDINGS 

SUMMARY 

The4' is currently a considerable effort underway in the trial courts 

to reduce the amount of time Judges must spend in the performance of non

adjudicatory tasks. Although there is no general agreement among the 750 

jurisdictions surveyed with respect to the categorization of various judicial 

. activities as "judicial" or "non-judicialll
, there are many attempts to ac

complish the reduction in demands made on trial court judges' time for tasks 

which have either been traditionally performed by judges (such as presiding 

at ar1aignment, hearing small claims cases, assigning counsel for indigent 

defendants) or have been performed by judges in jurisdictions without adequate 

administrative support because "someone had to do it, the job must be done" 

(such as arranging case schedules, calling attorneys, interviewing jurors, 

'd~s~gning court forms, maintaining docket books). The programs have generally 

taken one of the following forms: 

• Accomplishing a task by substituting a non-judge in place of 

a judge formerly responsible for its performance (such as use 

of attorneys as masters, using law clerks to perform legal 

research, and clerk's office personnel notifying attorneys 

of changed schedules), 

• Reducing the frequency of task s performed by judges (such 

as consolidating a number of pre-trial hearings on discovery 

into a single omnibus hearing, utilizing prepared bench

books, and modified procedures to eliminate excess con

tinuance request hearings). 

• Assigning the performance of the task as part of a general 

transfer of management and administrative responsibilities 

to the office of court administrator or executive (such as 

jury management, pre-trial release activities, information 

system operation, and caseflow management. 
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The mechanisms used in the trial courts surveyed appear as diverse as 

the courts themselves. During'-the on-site visits to 17 jurisdictions, , 

over 130 individual programs were explored with court personnel. Some 
I 

of these ,.programs involved little more than the reassignment of the 

responsibility for tasks from a judge to the,judge's bailiff or secretaTY, 

other programs required statutory authority and substantial and continuing 

funding for their operation. This report presents a discussion of some 

of the more significant and interesting programs in the trial courts, a 

description of the research methodology employed, an analysis of the re

sponses to bhe mailed survey instrument and summary descriptions of some 

of th7 individual mechanisms used in specific jurisdictions. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

"The role of the judiciary in 'the Nation's efforts to 
reduce the crime rate lies in providing a' system of 
unquestioned integrity and competence for setting 
legal disputes~ including contested criminal prosecu
tions. In order for the courts to fulfill this vital 
role~ the judicial processes must be effec,tive~ effi
cient and current in management methods. 111 

"A tension exists in th,g field of federal and state 
j~dicial administration between the need for careful 
and conscientious conflict resolution and the demand 
for reasonably rapid and effective judicial action. 
Idea:7.:ly~ a li.tigant should have his case heard and 
decided 'Wi thin a reasonable time by an unhurr'ied~ 
highly quaZifie4~ judicial officer. ' 

Steadily increasing demands on judicial resource8~ 
however~ present a formidable obstacle to the realiza
tion of this goal ... ,,2 

Time demands made up an judges, mast particularly trial caurt judges, 

in meeting their respansibi1ities in the criminal judicial process have 

increased significantly aver the past two decades. The rise in the crim-

inal case1aad af the caurts tagether with the increasing exercise af can

stitutiana1 rights by defendants has praduced extended and camp1ex pretl~ia1 

and other court pracessing. Such processing has traditianally required the 

invalvement af a' judge in each af its steps 'oJhether ar not a judicial decisian 

was required. Both pretrial and past-trial appearances and hearings as well 

as lengthy trial activities (jury selection, hearings an mations, conduet af 

trials, jury instructians and dispasitians) have all required judges' per

sonal attendance. Additianal requirements far judicial time, autside of the 

courtroam, have also increased and have been caused by the necessity far 

study and research into. such matters as the numeraus alternative dispasitions 

which are nO'toJ available to. judges far application in each individual case, 

as well as the need for review af the proliferation af judicial appellate 

opinions which may affect the conduct af trials and hearings. 

1Reports an Caurts, Natiana1 Advisory Cammission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and ('oa1s, ~.Jashingtan, D.C., p. 145. 

2Ca11agher, J. D., "An Expanding Role far United States Magistrates", 
American University Law Review, Va1ume 26, Fall 1976, p. 66. 
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At' the same time that such demands ,are being made on the time 

avai1a:h1e to trial court judges, many jurisdictions' are also increasing 

the administrative responsibilities of judges in such areas as caseflow 

management and court administration. In some jurisdictions, Judges do 

not even have the necessary secretarial or clerical assistance to sup

port their judicial activities and are-required to perform such tasks 

themselves. 

With the limitations on the number of judges who are available 

to meet the current demands for judges' time, it has become critical 

to the effective conduct of the judicial process that the'use of each 

judge's time be made as effective a.s possible. The available time of 

such.a highly trained individual resource as a trial court judge should 
f 

be utilized in a manner that his or her efforts are concentrated effectively 

on those matters in which a judge must be involved, rather than in 'pe-r;form

ing non-adjudicatory tasks. 

Judicial Tasks 

"Judicial tasks" are those work activities which, uni~l~r statute OJ: 

higher court rule, require the personal presence (uHt;ll"tlly in a courtroom) 

of a judge, to either make a decision, or to exercise his or her dis

cretion in determining whether a decision should be made. Such activities 

vary by jurisdiction but may include: the conduct of trials, rulings on 

the admission of evidence, interpretation of the law, issuance of court 

orders (including injunctions), sentencing and disposition, issuance of 

bench and search wa:crants, instruction clf jm:ies, discretionary dismissa.l 

of charges and cases, and findings CI~ J?1cobable cause, guilt and respon

sibility.· Non-judicial tasks ·perflr.I:rued by many judges include such non

adjudicatory activities as cas(~ and courtroom ass.ignment, preliminary 

juror orientation, case status determination, office management, conduct 

of preliminary hearinr;l:i or conferences, conduct of routine arrai'gnments, 

a variety of adminJ.!13t1~ative activities and other functions where a judicial 

decision or the e~{fn:c:;Jse of judicial discretion is not required by law or 

higher court ru t , , 
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Many jurisdictions are attempting to increase the availability of 

trial court judges for primary judicial task.s by developing and imple

menting, programs designed to reduce the non-adjudicatory time demands 

on their time. These programs have utilized a number of ~echniques 

which often involve such alternative approaches as: the transfer of the 

task to non-judicial personnel, the consolidation,of several tasks, or 

the improvement in the effecttlle.ness of the court's caseflow m;:magement 

process so that the req-qi:rement for judge time in performing the task. 

is minimized. 

The research performed during this study was designed to investigate 
" 

the variety of such programs currently being used in the trial courts 

(both criminal and civil) through a nationwide survey of trial court judges 

and administrators and on-site visits to some 17 jurisdictions. The study 

identified and explored the operation of many mechanisms currently being 

employed in the trial courts to reduce the non-adjudicatory time demands 

on trial court judges' time. 

It is believed that the findings of the investigation, as presented 

in this report, will be useful to court administrators, chief and presiding 

judges, planning agencies and others concerned with judicial administration 

and operations who are considering effectiveness improvement programs. 

Many of the techniques. found are innovative and comprehensive in their 

operation and have been successfully applied in a variety of court environ

ments. It is hoped that the presentation of the full range of techniques 

will be helpful to those trial court administrators and managers who need 

a basic source of tried and proven mechanisms for application in their own 

operating environment. 
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SECTION II 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology employed in the conduct of this investigation has 

three principal objectives. Firstly, to determine the relative extent 

of the use of techniques in the trial courts to reduce the time judges 

must spend on non-judicial (non-adjudicatory) tasks and the general 

nature of those techniques; secondly, to identify and visit a number 9f 

'trial court~ and jurisdictions which are currently employing such tech-

niques for the purpose of understanding the various programs in some 
• 

detail; and thirdly, to document the mechanisms and make a judgmental 

assessment concerning the court environments in which they operate. 

The following steps were taken to implement the methodology: (See Fig-

ure 1) 

A. Formation of a National Advisory Board 

In order to provide guidance to the research effort during the 

conduct of the study a National Advisory Board was established. The 

Board membership is made up of the following individuals each of whom 

is directly concerned·with judicial administration and improvement in 

court processes: 

• Harvey E. Solomon, Executive Director, Institute for 

Court Management 

o Judge Kenneth N. Chantry, National Conference of Metro-

politan Courts . 
o Ralph Kleps, Court Management Consultant, Former Admin-

istrative Director of California Cou.rts 

4 
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• Julia A. Newman, District Court Administrqtor, National 

Association of Trial Court Administrators 

o Wantland L. Sandel, Jr., Director, Division of Judicial 

Service Activities, American Bar Association 

The National Advisory Committee reviewed and suggested modifications 

where required to the various project documentation, assisted the research 

team by recommending cou:tts and jurisdictions for on-site visits and pro-

vided general guidance in the planning and conduct of the study. In addi-

tion, the Board prepared a letter from the Board which accompanied the 

maiied survey questionnaires, describing the purpose of the project, and 

indicating the Board's f'i'.l.terest and participation in the project's pur-

poses. 

B. Conduct of a Literature Search 

A search of relevant literature was conducted by the research team 

and telephone discus.sions were held with judges, court administrators and 

other knowledgable persons in the field of court administration. (See 

Annotated Bibliography presented in this report.) The literature was 

found to be extremely sparse in the field. Consideration of means for 
,. 

the reduction of non-adjudicatory tasks performed by judges has not re-

ceived much attention in the literature. Techniques apparently are 

developed in most jurisdictions on an individual basis without reference 

to a body of documentation as reference • 

. . 
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Th " b d f 1" 1 i ere 1S a 0 ,y 0 1terature concern ng the potential role of court 

administrators in performing administrative and management activities in 

the courts. Duties suggested for the court administrator such as manage-

ment in the areas of personnel, records, data pr?cessi?g, financial, case

flow, juror management, space and equipment management and public informa-

tion have not, generally, been performed by the trial judiciary in the 

trial courts. 

Only in the area of the use of magistrates (primarily in the federal 

courts) to relieve judges,of specific duties (generally judicial in nature) 

has there been a developing body of literature. Some references to that 

literature have been noted in the Annotated Bibliography. 

As part of the literature search, the research team held discussions 

with the staff of the American Judicature Soc'iety w~ich is currently con-

2 ducting a complementary study in the area of judicial performance. The 

final results of that study,which are not yet available, are expected to 

indicate that judges do not report that they spend any $ignificant amount 

of time on general administrative work, however. 

1See , for example, Saari, David J., Modern Court Management.: "Trends in 
the Role of the Court Executive,"; McConnell, E. B., The Improvement of 
the Administration of Justice, American Bar Association Section of Judi
cial Administration; and Butler, B. W., "Presiding Judges' Role Percep
.tions of Tria.l Court Administrators", Justice Systems Journal, Winter 
1977, Volume 3, No.2. 

2"Irlentif.ying and Heasuring Judicial Performance in ~erican Trial Courts", 
supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation Division of Re
search Applied. ·to National Needs. (1/76-14964) • 
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C. Development and Administration of a Nail Survey Instrument , 

With the advice of the National Advisory Board,a questionnaire was 

developed/to be used in a mail survey of trial court judges and court 
\ 

administrators to learn about the way trial courts are trying to reduce' 

the time judges must spend on non-judicial tasks. The questionnaire 

(reproduced in Appendix A), included a section designed to identify any 

techniques currently used or planned for use in the e.ourt or jurisdiction 

and a section providing data concerning the size .and activity of the re
f 

sponding court or jurisdiction. A number of possible programs which may 

be used with at least the objective of reducing the non-adjudicatory 

tasks required of trial court judges were listed in the survey instrument 

as follO\o1s: 

a. Use of Attorneys 

Attorneys employed as masters, arbitrators, hearing 

officers, panel members, etc. 

b. Use of Non-Judicial Personnel 

Non-judicial court personnel used to conduct rcn, -in? 

court activities such as arraignments, appoint~l~ 

counsel for indigents, granting continuances, et~. 

c. Use of Le&al1y Trained Personnel 

Legally trained personnel used to assist judges in 

such activities as legal research, preparation of 

jury instructions, data gathering, etc. 

d. Change of Master Calendar 

Replacing individual judge calendars with a master 

calendaring system for judicial case assignments. 

8 
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e. Improved Caseflow }f..an~.8ement . 

e Conducting omnious hearings 

o Instituting continuance controls 

• Maintaining attorneys and parties on call 

e Reducing required court appearance for un-

opposed motions and petitions 

tJ Improved personnel training and management 

including procedural manuals, bench books, 

etc. 

~ Internal organizational changes 

o Improved information systems 

o Redistribution of administrative responsi-

bilities 

o Additional clerical and administrative sup-

port including creation of a court adminis-

trator's position. 

f. Other 

A mailing list was prepared for distribution of the survey instrument 
I 

to approximately 750 trial courts and jurisdictions. The list utilized the 

membership list of the National Association of Trial Court Adm1pistrators 

as well as 1.EAA computer maiiing lists of state court trial judges, court 

administrators and U. S. District Court Chief judges. A total of 235 re-

sponses were received from those surveyed. 

Tne procedure for classifying and summarizing the responses and de-

riving meaningfl1l results from the survey consisted <;>f several phases. The 

9 



first phase involved arithmetical counting of the responses to the indi-

vidual questions. The results of this process provided some insight to 

/ 
the general characteristics of the court respondents -- characteristics 

\ . 

such as the general use or non-use of programs and the size of the courts 

and their case1oad. Tabular and graphical presentations of the responses 

to each of the survey questions are presented in Section III of this re-

port. 

Jin the second phase of the analysis of the responses, courts and 

jurisdictions which reported utilizing programs of special interest or who 

had instituted several programs to reduce the time judges must spend on 

'non-:-adjudicatory tasks "'vere identified. Those courts and jurisdictions, 

. together with recommendations of the National Advisory Board, were con-

·sidered as locations for the conduct of in-depth site visits by the re-

search team. 

In addition to the use of the survey responses to determine the 

extent of utilization of mechanisms to increase the amount of time judges 

have available for the performance of judicial tasks and to identify 

potential sites for in-depth study, the research team made a preliminary 

statistical analysis >of the response data. The analysis examined inter-
c 

relationships between the respon.ses to questions such as possible corre1a-

tion between the use or non-use of particular programs and the size of 

the responding courts as measured by the number of full-time judges sitting 

in that court. The preliminary statistical analysis also involved the 

application of the chi-square statistic for testing potential re1aticn-

ships determined by the data mailed survey response data. The results 

10 
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of those analyses did not warrant the cqnduct of a full statistical analy-
" 

sis of the survey responses. Appendix C to this report contains the 

graphicaJ/and/or ta:bular representation 'of the interrelationships which 
\ 

were investigated 'as well as the results of the preliminary chi-aquare 

analysis. 

D. On-Site Assessment 

Using the list of potential sites identified as candidates for in-

depth visits,the research team selected the following courts and juris
I 

dictions, from whom responses to the mailed survey had been received, for 

on-site assessment: 

., Haricopa County Superior Court, Phoenix, Arizona 

e Circuit Court, Sarasota, F10rida 

o Circuit Court, Annapolis, Maryland 

o Circuit Court of theCity of St. Louis~ St. Louis, Missouri 

G Tenth Judicial Circuit, Bipmingham, Alabama 

c Superior Court, Providence, Rhode Island 

~ Multnamah County Circuit Court, Portland Oregon 

g Superior Court, Hartford, Connecticut 

~ Third Judicial Circuit Court, Detroit, Michigan 

o Second Circuit-U.S. Courts, New York, New York 

aU. S. District Court, St. Louis, Missouri 

o Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, Philadelphis, Pennsylvania 

e Massachusetts Superior Court, Boston, Massachusetts 

• King County Superior Court, Seattle, Washington~ 

• 29th Judicial District Court, Kansas CitY"Kansas 

11 



• Allegheny County Court,,, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

.. Circuit Court, Fort Myers, Florida 

At e'ch of these .sites a member of the research team, following an 

on-site assessment plan, met and intervie'ved' one or more of the court's 

s.taff usually including the presiding justice and/or court administrator. 

Using a structured in~erview instrument to assist in data collection, the 

team member gathered detailed information concerning the development, im
I 

plementation and operation lof those techniques and mechanisms which are 

either-in operation or planned for use in that court or jurisdiction. The 

summary descriptions of selected programs to reduce non-adjudicatory 

,time demands on judges can be found in Appendix D. 

E. Analysis of Research Data 

Following the data collection process, the literature search and 

review, the mailed survey, the on-site visits and the discussions with 

court personnel, the research data was reviewed, analyzed and documented 

wit~ the intention of prcviding research results which may be useful to 

trial court administrators and managers by identifying and describing 

successful mechanisms currently in operation in other courts and jurisdic-

tions. 

12 



SECTION III 
, . 

MAILED SVRVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

A. Introduction 
I 

An important segment of the investigatio~ into mechanisms for the reduc-

tion of non-judicial demands on trial court judges' time was the development 

ot a survey questionnaire and subsequent implementation of the mailed data 

gathering effort. The primary objectives of the use of·the survey instrument 

we~e to_accomplish the following: 

• To determine the curre.nt use of various techniques and 

I mechanisms in the courts for the reduction of non-judicial 

time demands made upon trial court judges; 

• To identify the characteristics of those jurisdictions 

with active progrqms attempting to improve the effective

ness of the activities of trial court judges through 

emphasis on judicial tasks; and 

• To identify possible candidates for in-depth interviews 

concerning the mechanisms used in the ·tria1 courts. 

A secondary goal of the mail survey was to broadly assess the mech

anisms currently employed in the trial courts as well as to identify 

those court conditions or characteristics which are perceived to be 

beneficial for the successful implementation of such mechanisms. 

The first section of the survey questionnaire specifically addressed 

the use, success and implementation of programs which are being used, 

while the second section dealt with questions relating to court charac

teristics. Interrelationships between the data on program use, the 

degree of their success and the corresponding court characteristics were 

also identified to provide some insight into program applicability and 

,implementation as well as evaluation considerations. A copy of the sur

vey questionnaire is included as Appendix A. 
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B. Survey Characteristics 

Recipients of the questionnaire were selected from LEAA mailing lists 

of trial Gourt judges, chief U. S, District Court judges and court admin

istrator! and from ~embershi~ lists of the National Association of ~ria~ 
Court Administrators. The individuals on these lists represented approxi

mately 2,000 trial courts nationwide. In selecting the candidates to 

receive survey questionnaires, emphasis was placed on distribution to a 

broad geographic area including each state and region of the country. 

In addition, in order to obtain a maximum amount of data, courts and 

jurisdictions which were knbwn by the National Advisory Board, to have 

progratns in effect were selected. v1hile it ,.;ras desired to obtain a repre

sentative response, no attempt was made to achieve a statistically random 

sample of all trial courcs in the nation. (Randomness, according to 

,statistical theory, would occur if every court had an' equal probability 

of" being selected.) 

Approximately 750 questionnaires ,'Jere mailed to selected courts and 

jurisdictions. A total of 235 responses were returned (31.3%) with a 

strong response from courts and jurisdictions in the population centers 

of the upper midwest and northwest regions. 

'Figure lA shows in pictorial form the relationship between the total 

number of survey questionnaires mailed and the total responses. The res

pondents are identified in the categories of Federal Courts, Courts with 

Statewide Jurisdiction and Trial Courts with Local Jurisdiction. The 

courts with local jurisdiction, which formed the overwhelming number of 

respondents, are further identified by their use or non-use of programs. 

It is the responses of those courts which forms the basis for the dis

cussion and the analysis in this section. 

Of the questionnaires received from courts with local jurisdiction, 

31% were completed by judges, 50% by court administrators, aJ;ld the re

maining 19% by court clerks or other court non-judicial personnel. \{here 

some individual questions were not answered or there ,.;rere inconsistencies 

14, 
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in the responses, the response was treate;J. as "no' answer II ; ambiguous 

responses were excluded from the tabulation. Most of the questionnaires 

returned, however, were complete and many contained useful comments and 

observati~ns abo4t individual court 'experiences. Some of these comments 

are summarized in Appendix B. 

C. Survey Results 

The r~sponses to the mailed survey questionnaire have been classified, 

tabulated and summarized and are presented in the following diagrams and 

'tables. Also included are general observations based on the quantitative , 
results of the tabulation. The identification of possible candidates for 

in-depth site analysis was performed through an examination of the individual 

responses to the mailed survey questionnaire. 

The discussion presented below follows the construction of the survey 

questionnaire which was divided into two categories of questions. Category 

A dealt with questions concerning the use or planned use of programs by the 

responding courts. Category B dealt with selected characteristics of the 

local trial courts and jurisdictions themselves. 

Category A: Current or Planned Programs 

Question 1 - Which of the following techniques have been used or 

planned for use by your court or jurisdiction? 

Of the 210 replies from local trial courts, 184 respondents indicated 

that they are currently using or planning to use one or more of the pro-

grams identified in the questionnaire. Table 1 lists the programs and 

indicates the number and respective percentage of the 184 respondents 

who identified programs. 
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Table 1 

Number of Current & Planned Programs 

I Used Planned 
Programs Number- % Number % 

A. Use of Attorneys 104. 57 13 ·7 

B. Use of Non-Judicial Personnel 74 40 12 7 

C", Use of Legally Trained Personnel 128 70 12 7 

D. Change to Master Calendar 75 41 4 2 
* E. Improved Caseflow Management 177 96 46 25 

F. Other 36 20 13 7 

twen~y-seven percent of the respondents who used programs indicated 

that they either used (20%) or plan to use (7%) programs in addition to 

those listed in the questionnaire. Examples of such programs include: 

• A crash program to reduce criminal case backlog 

• The use of a clerk/administrator to perform magistrate 

functions for offenses outside the penal code 

• The use of a hybrid calendering syste~ 

• The employment of Videotaped trials, testimony and depositions 

Program E consisted of a group of mechanisms which a court might use 

to improve its caseflow management. Of the 184 trial courts indicating 

that they used some sort of program, 177 or 96% used one or more of the 

various caseflow management improvement mechanisms. Table 2 presents 

the number and relative percentages of the l7i respondents who used or 

planned to use each of the mechanisms for improved caseflow management. 

*rn Program E, the values add to more than 100% becemse many respondents 
indicated the use of one or more mechanisms of improved caseflow management 
as well as the planned usc of other mechanisms. 
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Table 2 

Use of Mechanisms for Improved Casef10w Management 

I Used Planned 
Mechanism Number % Number % ---

i 

Conducting Omnibus Hearings 61 33 4 2 

I~stituting Continuance Controls 96 52 17 9 

Maintaining Attorneys and Parties on Call 96 5? .- 10 5 

Reducing Required Court Appearance for 97 53 9 5 
Unopposed Motions and Petitions 

Improved Personnel Training 115 63 29 16 

Intern~l Organizational Changes 98 53 26 

Improved Information Systems 115 63 38 

Redistribution of Administrative 107 58 13 

Responsibility 

:Additional Clerical and Administrative 138 75 12 
Support 

Question 2 - How successful do you think each of'the programs now 

operating have been in achieving its obje'ctives? 

14 

21 

7 

7 

Table 3 indicates the degree of success attained for each program as 

assessed by the respondent. Figure 2 i11ustra,tes the same data, i. e. : 

the 'percent of each program by degree of success. 

Program 

A. Use of Attorneys 

B. Use of Non-Judicial 
Personnel 

Table 3 

Program Success 

Very 
Successful 

63 

43 

. C. 'Use of Legally Trained 69 
Personnel 

D. Change to Master Calendar 44 

E. Improved Casef10w Management 66 

F. Other Programs 17 
302 

Moderately 
Successful 

29 

26 

36 

23 

65 

3 
182 

* Minimally No 
Successful Answer 

4 

o 

5 

1 

5 

1 
16 

8 

5 

18 

7 

41 

15 
94 

.* ' 
The "No Answer" column of the table shows the number of respon4errts who 
used the program but who did not rate its success. 
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Total 
Prograni's 

104 

74 

128 

75 

177 

36 
594 

----------------------------------------.--------------------~~~----~--.--------------~ 
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As can be seen from Figure 2, 51% of the total programs currently in 

effect are assessed as very successful in achieving their objectives and 

another 31% were assessed as moderately successful. It should be noted that 

the assessments are self-assessments and may not be objective. On an in

dividual basis, Program A, use of attorneys, Program B, use of nonjudicial 

personnel, Program C, use of legally trained personnel and Program D, 

change to master calendar show approximately the same distribution of the 

degree of success. Program E, improved caseflow management and Program 

F, other programs, have a significant percentage of "no answer" responses. 

In the case of Program E, the questionnaire did not provide for evaluating 

each individ.ual caseflmv management mechanism employed by', the respondent, 

rather, the respondent rated the success of Program E overall. A smaller 

percent of "very successful" responses and the greater percent of "no answer" 

responses can therefore be expected. Possible explanations for the large 

percentage of "no answers" in Program F may be that many of these·oth~r pro

grams are relatively new and hence cannot be adequately eva1ua.ted or some 

improved casef10w management programs may appear to ~e very successful while 

others are only minimally successful. 

Question 3 - Who had the principal responsibility for the implementa

tion of each of the programs? 

The percentages of programs of each type which were implemented under 

the prime responsibility of various court personnel are shown in Table 4. 

Since a significant number of the respondents indicated a joint respon

sibility on the part of a judge and court administrator for the implementa

tion of many programs, a separate column was added to reflect this response • 
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Table 4 

Program Implementation Responsibilitv 

Primary Imp 1 etllent at ion Responsibility 

: Court Judge and Court No 
Program ~udge Administrator Ct. Administrator Clerk Other Ans~ver Total. 

% % % % % % % 
A. Use of 

Attorneys 45 24 14 2 5 10 100 

B. Use of Non- . 
Judicial 
Personnel 25 46 12 7 3 7 100 

C. Trained -
Personnel 60 13 13 1 1 12 100 

.~ . 
. . D . Change to 

Haster 
, 

Calendar 25 42 21 8 0 4 100 

E. Improved 
Caseflow 
Management 17 40 21 2 1 19 100 

F. Other Programs 22 19 14 3 3 39 100 

ALL Programs 34 31 I 17 3 2 13 100 

~~2_l ___ J 
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A review of Table 4.indic~~es that Program A, use of attorneys, and 

Program C, use of legally trained personnel were implemented more often 

by a judge; than by any other court personnel whereas Program B, use of 
I 

non-judicial court personnel, Program D, change to master calendar and 
! 

Program E, improved caseflow management were implemented more often by 

court administrators. Further analysis indicates that even if the programs 

administered jointly by a judge and court administrator were divided equally 

between these two persons, the statistical relationships would not be changed. 

An apparent reason for the greater implementation of Programs A and C by 

judges is that these programs involve the use of attorneys or legally trained 

personrtel for nonadjudicative tasks which closely support the judicial role. 

For example, legally trained personnel directly assist judges in legal re

search and data gathering. The tasks encompassed in Programs B, D, & F 
J 

are more administrative in nature and therefore it is more likely that such 

pro'gtams come under 'the direction of court administrators. 

Question 4 - If funds in addition to court resources were required to 

implement the programs, please indicate tqe source of additional funds . 

The tabulated replies with respect to the sources of funding for in-

dividual programs are shown in Table 5. 

.' Table 5 

Program Funding 

Source of Additional Funds 
Program State County Municipal LEAA Other None 

A. Use of Attorneys 28 42 2 14 5 24 

B. Use of Non-judicial court 31 52 5 35 5 11 
personnel 

C. Use of i..t?!;,'l.lly Trained 26 59 0 29 5 17 
pers,..:'t1r":.!l 

D. Change to Master 20 38 4 14 1 22 
Calendar 

E. Improved Caseflow Management 36 56 3 52 3 30 

F. Other Programs 7 7 0 9 0 7 
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It can be seen that the primary sou.rces of additional funds are 

counties, states and the LEAA. Since the majority of the courts surveyed 

were of county jurisdiction, it 'V'as expected that county funds would 

finance the major proportion of the programs. The results also indicate 

that courts of local jurisdiction (the sample population used in tabulating 

the results of the survey) r\~ceive additional funds from a variety of sources. 

Question 5 - Have any of the programs which originated in your 

court or jurisdiction been later adopted by other courts or 

jurisdictions? 

Table 6 

Program Use by Other Jurisdictions 

'Program Yes No Unknown -----
A. Use of Attorn~ys 34- 9 61 

B. Use, of Non-Judicial Court Personnel 32 8 34 

C. Use of Legally Trained Personnel 30 8 90 

D. Change to Master Calendar 19 12 44 

E. ImprovedCaseflow Management 49 10 118 

F. Other Programs 8 1 27 

As can be seen from Table 6, the majority of responses for all programs 

fall in the unknown category rather than in either the yes or no category: 

This result does not necessarily mec:l.!1 that there is little successful trans

fer of programs, but it may indicate that either it is unlikely that specific . 
efforts are made on the local level by the originator of the progratu to trans-

fer his successful programs to other jurisdictions, or that he does not have 

knowledge of program uses in other courts. 
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Category B: Characteristics of Court or Jurisdiction 

Question 1 - How many full-time judges are currently sitting in or 

assign"ed to your court or j urisdic tion? 

Table 7 shows the percentage of respondents related to the number of 

judges currently sitting or assigned to the respe~tive courts. " Included 

in this sample are both respondents with programs in effect and respondents 

who neither use nor plan to use such programs. The data presented in Table 7 

indicates that more than one-half (60%) of the respondents had courts of 

a relatively small size, i.e., fewer than 10 judges. 

Table 7 

CQurt Size - Number of Judges 

No. of Judges. Percent of Respondents 

0-2 18 

3-4 15 

5-9 27 

10-15 22 

16-25 11 

. 26-39 6 

40+ 1 
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Question 2 - How many judges are currently sitting in or assigned 

to your court or jurisdiction only part-time? 

, 
/ 

The use of part-time judges by the respondents is shown in Table ,8. 

It is apparent that most courts do not use part-time judges. Approximately 

62%. have no part-time judges sitting in their court while 86% have two or 

fewer part-time judges. One respondent indicated the use of part-time judges 

as a program to aid their court in accomplishing both judicial and non-

judicial tasks. 

/ 

Table 8 

Use of Part-Time Judges 

No. of Percent of 

Part-Time Judges Respondents 

None - 62 

1 15 

2 9 

3-4 7 

5-9 3 

10-15 2 

16-25 2 

26-39 0 

40+ 0 
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Question 3 - How large is the population s~rved by your court or 

jurisdiction? 

The distribution of survey respondents by the size of the population I . 
served is exhibited in Table 9 • 

-' . 

. 
I 
I 
! 
! . 

Population Size 

1,000,000+ 

500,000-1,000,000 

;000,000-499,000 

25,000-99,999 

Less than 25,000 

Table 9 

Population 

Percentage of 
Respondents 

13 

17 

51 

17 

2 

26 
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Question 4 - How many criminal filings occ}.lrred in your court or 

jurisdiction in 1977? 

Table. 10 shows the distribution of respondents by the number of criminal 

filings ricorded in their courts in 1977. The respondents include both those 

who had programs in effect and those who neither use nor plan to use' programs. 

Two-thirds of all respondents indicate criminal filings numbering over 1000. 

. ' 

Table 10 

Criminal Filings 
I 

No . of Criminal Filings Percentage of Respondents 

5000+ 21 

1000-4999 45 

500-999 16 

100-499 12 

Less than 100 3 

No answer 3 

Question 5 - How many civil filings occurred in your court or juris

diction in 1977? 

Table 11 shows the distribution of respondents by the number of civil 

filings recorded in the courts in 1977. The respondents include all re

spondents who had civil cases regardless of the use or non-use of programs 

by these courts. Table 11 indicates that a high percentage (78%) of the 

respondents had over 1000 civil filings. From a comparison of Table 10 
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and Table 11, it is apparent that a significant"number of courts in the 

sample had more civil filings than criminal fil~ngs in 1977. 

-' . 

/ 

Number 

I 

of 

I 

i 
J 
! 

Civil 

5000+ 

1000-4999 

500-999 

100-499 

Less than 

No answer 

Table 11 

Civil Filings 

Filings Percentage of Respondents 

44 

34 

11 

6 

100 2 

3 

Question 6 - What is the legal jurisdiction of your court? 

The results of this survey indicate that 84% of the respondents were 

courts of general jurisdiction and 16% were courts of limited jurisdiction. 

Note: See Appendix C for a discussion of the results of a preliminary 

statistical analysis of some of the responses to the mailed 

survey instrument. 
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SECTION IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Introduction 

There is currently a considerable effort underway in the trial courts to 

reduce the amount of time judges must spend in the performance of non-adjudicatory 

tasks. Although there is no general agreement among the jurisdictions surveyed 

with respect to the categorization of various judicial activities as lIjudicial" 

or "non-judicial", there are many attempts to accomplish the reduction in de

mands made o,n trial court judges' . time for tasks which have either been tradi

tio~ally performed by judges (such as presiding at arraignment, hearing small 
o 

claims cases, assigning counsel for indigent defendants) or have been performed 

by judges in jurisdictions without adequate administrative support becau.se 

"someone had to do it, the job must be done" (su.ch as arranging case schedules, 

calling attorneys, interviewing. jurors, designing court forms, maintaining 

docket books). The programs have generally taken one of the following forms: 

., Accomplishing a task by substituting a non-judge in place of 

a judge formerly responsible for its performance (such as use 

of attorneys as masters, using law clerks to perform legal 

research, and clerk's office personnel notifying attorneys 

of changed schedules). 

• Reducing the frequency of task's performance by judges (such 

as consolidating a number of pre-trial hearings on discovery 

into a single omnibus hearing, utilizing prepared bench-:

books, and modified procedures to eliminate excess con

tinuance request hearings). 

e Assigning the performance of the task as part of a general 

transfer of management and administrative n~sponsibilities 

to the office of court administrator or executive (such as 

jury management, pre-trial release activities, information 

system operation, and caseflow management. 



The mechanisms used in the trial courts surveyed appear as diverse as 

the courts themselves. During the on-site visits over 130 individual pro

grams were explored with court personnel. Some of these programs involved 

little more than the reassignment of the responsibility for tasks from a 

judge to the judge's bailHf or secretary, other programs required statutory 

~uthority. and substantial and continuing funding for their operation. This 

section of the report presents a discussion of some of the more significant 

and interesting programs in the trial courts. Summary descrip'tions of 

some of the individual mechanisms used in specific jurisdictions may be 

found in Appendix D of this report. 

Programs to Improve Caseflow Hanagement 

Almost all of the trial courts surveyed ,,,hich had active programs to 

reduce. non-adjudicatory time demands on judges "Tere attempting to accomplish 
~ 

that goal by improving caseflmv management. It is believed in those courts 

that a more efficient and effective £lmo] of cases through the courts, from 

initial filing to final disposition, will optimize the use of judicial re

sources. Accordingly, the courts have established a variety of programs, 

each designed to eliminate or reduce the ineff'icient use of judge time. The 

programs include the following techniques: 

* 

A. Holding omnibus hearings: In order to reduce the number of times 

a trial judge must hold separate courtroom hearings in individual 

cases to consider motions or questions of discovery some courts 

* are utilizing consolidated motion or omnibus hearings. During 

such sessions there is a "batchll approach taken to the presentation 

of motions and other pretrial procedural matters calling for judicial 

rulings. This process t~nables the judge to consider related case 

material at the same time, reduces the need for multiple court 

appearance::; each requir:i~ng the judge's presence and enhances the 

conduct of the trial itself by providing for the early considera

tion of matters which may delay the trial with a consequent in

efficient use of the judge's time. 

See Standards Relating to the Administration of Justice, Discovery and 
Procedure Before Trial, "Omnibus Hearing", American Bar Association, 1974. 
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B. Instituting Continuance Controls: 1;fany jurisdictions have established 

a strict continuance policy to reduce both the number of requests 

for continuances of court appearances and the number of continuance 

requests ,which are granted. As a result of the implementation of 

such a policy, the courts have found that t.here 'can be a significant 

reduction in the time trial court judges spend in hearing continuance 

requests 'and in the often ineffective use of their trial courtroom 

time because of continuances. Almost all the courts visited which 

nave instituted such continance controls have centralized the con

tinuance request process 'in the hands of the presiding or chief judge. 

In addition to a requirement that all requests be made to the presiding 

judge, some courts have also given the office of the court adminis

trator authority to appro~e continuance requests made well in advance 

of the scheduled trial date. In order to support the presiding judge 

in considering continuance requests, many courts have established 

extensive data collection and information reporting systems '''hich 

present such data as the number of previous continuances for each 

case, reasons given for previous continuances, age of cases (particu

larly iinportant in those jurisdictions with "speedy trial" rules), 

and in some courts the presiding judge reviews data concerning an 

attorney's or law firm's history with respect to continuances. Using 

such information the presiding justice can make an informe~ judgment 

regarding continuance requests. 

C. Maintaining Attorneys and Parties on Call: A variety of techniqqes 

are being employed in the trial courts to reduce t:he delays '''h:!.ch 

result after the end of trials because of the need to assemble the 

attorneys, part.ies and witnesses for the next scheduled trial. The 

delays in some courts can result i.n considerable lost time, not only 

for the trial judges but also for other courtroom support personnel, 

i.e., clerks, bailiffs and reporters. In general, the mechanisms 

being used involve a three step trial scheduling system. In the 

first step, trials al1e scheduled several weeks in advance usually 

for a specific week. As the designated week approaches, and if 
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--there has been no settlement of the case prior to trial, the 

attorneys -are notified'of the day; for which the trial is 

scheduled. In many courts the clerk's office will check with 
, 

tpe attorneys on the day prior to the trial date to confirm . . 

readiness ,'to proceed and, if so, to inform the attorneys th~t 

they will be on "telephone alert" on the following day. The 

IItelephone alert" is the third step in the on-call process. 

An attdrney, or party, on such an alert status must agree (in 

some cases under threat of the contempt power) to report to the 

courthouse ready to proceed with the scheduled trial within a 

I, specified time aftel' receiving a telephone call from the clerk's 

or court administrator's office. Although the time between the 

telephone notification and the start of trial varies in the 

jurisdictions visited, it was most often one or two hours, al

though in one court attorneys were required to appear within 

20 minutes of a call. Such calls are made prior to the termina

tion of the previous trial so that a smooth flow of cases are 

presented to the trial judge, virtually eliminating courtroom 

waiting time. In some jurisdictions if a case, with its 

participants on a telephone alert status, cannot be reached 

on the scheduled date, the alert status is lifted and another 

trial date is scheduled in consultation with the attorneys. 

The jurisdictions visited which employed an "on-call" system 

did not "trail" (or carry cases from day-to-day awaiting the 

end of a previous case) and those cases not reached for trial 

on the scheduled day were rescheduled for a later date. 

D. Reducing Required Court Appearances: A variety of unopposed 

motions and petitions are often filed by attorneys with the 

trial courts. In many courts each such motion requires the 

trial court judge to listen to oral argument and then present 

his or her judgment, usually allowing the motion or petition. 

In order to reduce such courtro~m hearings, requiring the judge 

to be present for oral argument, several jurisdictions have 
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instituted program's w'hich no longer require bench or court appearance 

time. Under hese programs, uncontested petitions or motions (with 

the agreement of both parties) can be decided without oral argument 

o~ judge.bench time,on the basis of the written motion itself. 

Some courts have tried to reduce the bench time of their judges by 

attempting to eliminate oral argument ev.en on contested motions 

by having the att'0rneys submit written briefs with their filed 

motions. The judge then decides the matter on the basis of the 

written material. In one jurisdiction visited, if the judge re

quires additional information in such a case, he requests the 

clerk. to telephone the attorneys and furnish w'hatever may be re

quired. In other jurisdictions, the judge himself utilizes the 

telephone to confer Hith the attorneys or parties. Of course, 

as a result of the use of these techniques, all of those others 

who would othenvise be required to appear in the courtroom have 

additional time available for other matters. 

E. Improved Personnel Trai~ing: In order to increase trial court 

judges effective use of their time, many of the jurisdictions have 

initiated or expanded judicial personnel training programs. Such 

courts have placed increasing emphasis on court management and 

administration in the training program for their judges. In ad

dition, the courses generally include descriptions of resources 

which are available to the trial court judge to reduce the time 

he or she must spend in performing non-adjudicatory tasks. In

creasingly such resources include "bench books" for the use of the 

judges. Such books are compendia of useful information, legal, 

procedural and administrative which, incompa.ct form, present the 

judge with data which if not so available, would require extensive 

research activity by the judge. The training programs also e,m

phasize the role of the court administrator as a resource to the 

judge in performing supporting management and administrative tasks. 
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Judicial training programs are being held both "in-house", within 

the jurisdiction, and at the outside training facilities operated 

by the National Judicial College (formerly the National College 
I 

of, the St~te Judiciary) .and the Institute for Court Management. 

In some cases, regional and state training facilities are available 

J for trial court judicial training. 

E. Internal Organ~zational Changes: Some jurisdictions have taken the 

approach of making internal court organizational changes to accom

pli~h activities otherwis'e required of the trial court judges. The 

organizational changes may result in the transfer of respoti.sibility 

of' a task to othe:r non-judicial "personne], as in the court which es

tablished teams of clerk's office personnel to maintain telephone 

contact with attorneys, re-scheduling cases as required and keeping 

cognizance over the completion of procedural steps in case movement. 

In another court a relatively small committee of judges was assigned 

responsibility for court administrative activities which formerly 

required the participation of all of the court's judges. In other 

jurisdictions the management of the juror pool has been assigned to 

non-judicial personnel and juror orientation, formerly requiring the 

personal appearance of a judge, is now accomplished through a video 

tape program shown to ne'tv jurors. 

In several courts visited, responsibility for case scheduling has 
../ 

been assumed by the court administrator's office and the judges , 
role in that activity has been reduced to a minimum. 

F. Improved Information Systems.: In some of the visited jurisdictions, 

trial court judges have, in the past, been required to perform a 

variety of "administrative" tasks in addition to their individual 

responsibilities. Such activities may include preparing reports 

concerning case status, dictating letters to attorneys with regard 

to case scheduling matters, reviewing pending case files for pos

sible dismissal candidates, maintaining individual calendar listings 

and schedules, calculating payments to court appointed attorneys 

and maintai~1tluror records. In those jurisdictions, there have 
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been active programs to reduce the ar;1ministrative burden on the 

trial court judge through improvement in the information and 

data support available to the court. Such improvements have 

o~ten taken the form of computerized or "automated" data 

processing systems which prepare case aging and 'scheduling 

reports, provide detailed juror management information, main

tain court dockets and attorney informat'ion, prepare court 

statistical data, keeps track of restitution and support pay

ments and provide other information, either directly to the 

jud,ge to make his or her administrative tasks easier or to 

the court administrator or other support personnel to re

lieve the judge of some of the ~dministrative tasks. Other 

court information system improvements which have been initiated 

have taken the form of improvements to the court's manual in

formation systems through improved processing ?rocedures, forms 

design, transfer of responsibility to the court administrator 

and improved report formats. Each of these steps have been 

designed to reduce the time the judge must spen~ in acquiring 

and using needed information relating to non-adjudicatory tasks. 

G. Additional Administrative Support: The establishment of the office 

of court administrator in the trial courts has been a significant 

factor in the reduction of the time that judge must devote to non

adjudicatory activities. In those courts visited where such 

positions had been created, the court administrator had been 

assigned a wide variety of administrative duties formerly per

formed by the presiding judge of the court or by the individual 

judges. Included in those duties transferred to the court ad

ministrator (and his or her staff) from judicial personnel were: 

case scheduling, preparation of the court's budget, suggesting 

improved court operating methods and procedures, performing long

range planning, personnel management, drafting new or modified 

court rules, public relations, space and equipment management, 

caseflow management, maintaining pre-trial release programs, 

preparing applications for funding for court improvement pro-

grams and juror management.-
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Court administrators (and their staffs) in many of the trial courts 

visited have also taken over responsibility for many clerical and 

secretarial duties formerly performed by the judges themselves. 

S~ch dut~es have included making travel arrangements, typing court 

documents or trial reports, notifying attorneys ·and litigating 

parties of schedule changes and case status. 

In some trial courts, the court administrator or executive has 

.received formal training through such educational institutions 

as the Institute for Court }~nagement, while in others, the court 

clerk has been given the additional responsibilities associated 

with providing administrative support to assist the judges by 

reducing their non-adjudicatory task load. Whether the court 

administrator was formally trained or not the judges intervie,ved 

during the research sU1~vey reported that the services provided by ..--
the court administrators were a major factor in, not only allow-

ing them to concentrate on their judicial duties, but also in im

proving the effectiveness of overall court operations. It appeared 

in some courts that presiding judges would, whenever possible, shift 

the resp,0nsibi1ity for administrative and other non-adjudicatory 

. tasks to the court administrator. 

H. Improved Trial Court Procedures: Some of the courts visited during 

the research survey effort maintained an on-going activity of in

ternal examination of court procedures. The activity was usually 

performed by the court administrator or court executive and was 

aimed at the development of l nmV' procedures which will make more 

effective use of trial court judges I time as ,ve11 as improving the 

way the court achieves its functional responsibilities. Such im

proved procedures often result in organizational changes which 

significantly reduce the time involvement of the trial court judge. 

In one court, the improved procedure involves an upgrading of clerks 

office personnel with respect to their relationship with both liti

gating attorneys and with the judges. Such personnel now perform 

work formerly only performed by the judge including ascertaining 
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prospects for settlement, determining case status and maintaining 

close contact with the attorneys with regard to the progress of 

filed motions and other procedural matters. In another court, 

the internal examination revealed that the mandatory pre-trial 

conference between the parties and the trial judge, on the day 
.; 

of the trial rarely resulted in a hoped for settlement, but did 

require a considerable amount of judge time. A revised procedure 

eliminated the. mandatory conference and thereby enabled the judges 

to devote more of their time to trial activities. 

In several jurisdictions an improved procedure for the handling of 

pre-trial release activities has been instituted under the control 

of the court administrator. The trial court judges are relieved 

of the responsibility for making the majority of pre-trial decisions 

under these programs. Operating through an "office of pre-trial 

commissioner" or through "recognizance officers" under the new 

p~ocedures such decisions~are made at the time of booking at the 

police department, sheriff's office or jail without the previously 

required multiple court appearances each requiring the presence 

of the judge in the courtroom. 

Programs Utilizing Legally Trained Personnel 

The use of legally trained personnel (excluding private attorneys) to assist 

judges in accomplishing judicial responsibilities is fairly widespread among the 

courts and jurisdictions surveyed during the research effort. The personnel 

used range from senior students in local law schools performing legal re-

search to the employment of magistrates used to assume responsibilities which 

have traditionally been the sole province of a trial court judge. 

In many jurisdictions, the position of law clerk has been established in 

order to support the trial court judge. The clerks, appointed usually for a 

limited term of one or two years are typically recent law school graduates who 

have not yet passed the bar examination. In some trial courts each judge is 

assisted by a law clerk (sometimes also used as a bailiff) while in others a 

group ot' law clerks support the entire bench as required in accordance ~vith 
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requests from the individual judges. Among the activities performed by the 

law a1erks, activities which had previously been performed by the judges 

themselves are: legal research, reviewing motions and briefs, drafting 

reports and'opinions, keeping calendar cards (in courts wit? individual 

judge calendars), assisting the judge in completing administrative and 

c1e~ica1 tasks, telephoning ~ttorneys, preparing jury instructions, gather

ing statistics an~ __ ().ther tasks requested by the trial court judge. The use 

of legally trained law clerks has been considered a very effective means of 
./ 

re1iev:iufii'the trial court judges of many non-adjudicatory tasks and the pro-
• • ... t-" 

gx'ams were highly regarded by those courts and jurisdictions where they have 

been established. 

A variety of other trial judge responsibilities have been assigned to 

legally trained personnel within the trial courts. In one court, the respon~ 

sibi1ity for dealing with collective bargaining of court employees has beHJ. 

the responsibility of a non-judicial legally trained labor negotiatr,.". }'ormer1y, 

the judges acting by committee conducted labor negotiations. In €:t:,other court, 

legally trairtad personnel assigned to the court administrato~~8 office have 

bt:en given the function of h~aring requests from pot£:nti;'i~, jurors to be ex

cused from jury duty. That function fQ!mer1y Teql,:i,,"Qi .~ considera.b1e amount 

of judge time to complete. 

A major attempt to increase the avaii~bility of judges' time for the 
I 

conduct of trials has been the util izat:t~~n of a new quasi-judicial position 

often called a magistrate to assist ti:i~ judges. Under the Federal Magistrates 

Act *1 the position was estab1ish~,,1 to handle court functions ". ~ . which while 

important, are comparatively -rr,:utine and not of a nature that requires them 

to be performed ... by a ]t,~ge."2 State statutes have, in some states, also 

provided for the position of magistrate in the state trial courts3 . 

*1 C! 
28 u.s.a S 631 (1970). 

2Hea~i.rg~ before the Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of 
thlC'.Senate Committee on the Judici~, on S.945, 90th Congress, 
1st Session (1967), p. 11. 

3 
See for example Massachusetts G.L. p't'oviding for "Special Hagistrates". 
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Magist:r4i-es are authorized to perfonn a vlide variety of duties in pre-trial 
, 4 

ang discovf?ry proceedings in both civil and criminal actions. In general , 

"';~igistrates have the power to conduct trials of minor and petty offenses, 
/ . 

to administer oaths and affinnations, impose conditions of release, take 

acknowledgments, affidavits, and depositions, and to perform additional . 

court delegated functions. In addition, in the federal courts, the magis

trates are authorized5 to perfonn the duties of the old Federal Commissioner 

position in minor criminal proceedings, pre-trial release arraignments and 
'I 

trial and sentencing. In a state court (Massachusetts) Special ~~gistrates 

are authorized to perform such functions as presiding at arraignments, setting 

bail, assigning counsel, supervising pre-trial conferences, making and report

ing findings to the trial judge. The actual use of the magistrates to relieve 

the trial court judge of non-adjudicatory tasks is, apparently, dependent on 

the local court rules and customs, particularly in the area of civil actions. 

In some courts, the magistrates act as special masters, prepare pre-trial 

orders, conducts hearings at the request of parties, hold pre-trial conferences, 

consider all motions related to discovery and assist the judges in preliminary 

review and pre-trial processing of petitions and complaints. 6 

j 
4Bieher, S. M., "United States Magistrates: Additional Duties in Civil 
Proceedings", Case 1.1estern Reserve LmV' Revie\V', Vol. 27, No.2, Winter 1977. 

5See Letter from R. F. Kirks, Director, Administrative Office of the U. S. 
Courts to all Federal Judges and U.S. Magistrates, dated March 23, 1977 enclosing 
a listing of duties which may be assigned to U.S. Magistrates for a full list. 

6See Section IX Appendix, Sensenich, I. J., "}~gistrates Unlimited", presenta
tion to the Judicial Conference for the Third Judicial Circuit of the United 
States on October 15, 1973 for a sample of magistrate duties as delegated 

'in the federal courts. 
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While the use of magistrates is a relatively new approach in assisting 

the trial court judge, particularly in the state courts, it seems to offer 

a means for accomplishing many tasks generally thought to be judicial in 

nature without additional judges through the use of such legally txained 

personnel. 

Programs Using Non-Judicial Personnel 

To a greater extent than ever before, trial courts are utilizing non

judicial personnel to assist the judges by accomplishing non-adjudicatory 

activities formerly the responsib~lity of the judges. These personnel, 

usually assigned to the office of the court clerk or the o,ffice of the 

court administrator, ha~e included not only court aides, assistants and 

other permanent employees of the courts, but in some jurisdictions, have 
, 7 also included temporary CETA personnel. Although there are many areas of 

court activities in which non-judicial personnel have been involved in assist-. 
ing judges, in those jurisdictions visited during the research survey there 

were a number of programs relating to: pre-trial re+ease and indigency de

termination; consideration of continuance requests; jury management; and con

sideration of applica'tions for payment from court appointed attorneys. 

In many courts the pre-trial release decision and/or the determination 

of indigency of criminal defendants and the need for appointment of counsel, 

has now been assigned to non-judicial personnel. Such personnel investigate 

the status of pre-trial detainees and, in some cases, can appoint defense 

counsel themselves. In other jurisdictions after a determination of indigency 

the personnel prepare a reconmi€:r!t1ation for counsel appointment to a judge who 

makes the actual selection and appointment of attorney for the defendant. 

There has also been a considerable reduction in the amount of judge time re

quired in those courts which have non-judicial personnel either make pre

trial release decisions themselves or assist the judge by making recommenda

tions for pre-trial release. 

Hearing requests for continuances in the pre-trial process, in many courts, 

often occupied the time of the trial court judge. In several of the juris

dictions visited !,:he court has authorized the court adplinistrator or other 

7Local government temporary employees supported by funds under the Federal 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. 
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designated non-judicial ·personne1 to hear such requests on a routine basis 

and to consider continuances under a set of guid~lines established by the 

court. Using administrative discretion, the non-judicial personnel in these 

programs have limited authorization to grant continuances and change scheduled 

court appearance dates. Any appeals from such decisions must often be taken 

to the presiding judge. 

Many of the administrative procedures in the management of jurors within 

a court have, in some jurisdictions, also been transferred from the judges 

to a non-judicial supporting staff. Such activities as juror orientation, 

consideration of requests for postponement or excuses for non-service and 

juror payment procedures are being accomplished by the supporting staff. 
r 

In some ~ourts, the judges either no longer play any role in juror management 

or have only a minimal involvement through hearing juror appeals from decisions 

made by the non-judicial staff. In one court, non-judicial personnel conduct 

t1)e ~i~ dire without the presence of a. judge . . ' 
There have been other areas of court activity where the non-judicial 

court staff have been used to assist the trial court judge in performing 

non-adjudicatory tasks. Arraignments are being. held before courtroom clerks 

in one jurisdiction with only occasional need for judge intervention. Support

ing staff are considering payment requests from court appointed attorneys 

and d.etermining proper amounts of payments. The program has resulted, not 

only in the reduction in judge effort, but also in greater consistency in 

payment standards than was true previously when the individual trial court 

judge determined the attorney payment. 

Programs Using Attorneys 

Many of the courts and jurisdictions visited during the research effort 
'"---are using private attorneys, under various working relationships with the 

courts, to perform tasks which were formerly the sole responsibility of the 

·tria1 court judges. In order to accomplish this shift of task responsibilities 

a wide range of organizational structures are being used in the trial courts 

to accommodate the employment of private attorneys. 
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At: one extreme, some courts have established a more or less permanent 

organizational entity to provide the means of incorporating the attorney 

assistance into the everyday routine operations of the court. One court 

operates a private c~iminal complaint division where citizen criminal com-
I ' 

plaints, involving less than $1,000 and for which the maximum penalty is less 

than three years imprisonment, can be initially' heard by an attorney (caU'ed 

a Trial Commissioner) rather than by a trial judge. Although the hearing 

attorney cannot impose fines or jail sentences, he often is able to resolve 

the complaint without a hearing before a judge. Another court has established 

the office of "Friend of Court .Referee in Domestic Relations" staffed by an 

attorney who is a pEJ-rmanent employee of the court and ~.;rho assists judges 

in heari~g and dealing with custody and property matte~s. Although there 

is a right of appeal for a study de novo by a judge, the program has allowed 

judges to handle other ~.;rork and ~.;rho are relieved of many routine investigating 

tapks. Small claims cases are handled on a routine basis by a private attorney 

in one court. The attorney resolves such claims on a regular weekly schedule, 

however, appeals to a trial"judge can be taken. In each of these examples 

the private attorney has been integrated into the court organization and may 

perform the assigned tasks on a virtual full-time basis. 

Often private attorneys volunteer their services to trial courts fOr 

limit~d appointments to commissions and panels established to assist the 

court in dealing with specific types of cases which need to be examined for 

possible elimination from the trial court calendar. These cases may include 

medical and legal malpractice claims, traffic and labor disputes, domestic 

relations, zoning, mental health and custodial cases. In one court a panel 

of attorneys will seek to limit and 'manage the civil discovery process prior 

to the involvement of the trial judge to relieve the judge (and the parties) 

of the sometimes massive and costly effort of resolving discovery motions and 

in complying with discovery orders. 

Attorneys have, for many years, assisted the trial courts by accepting 

limited appointments (one case) as masters, arbitrators, and ~earing officers 

in civil matters before the court. Such .activities may involve fact finding, 

mediation, decision and award a~d may cover such substantive legal areas as 
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small claims; contract, tort and negligence actions; smaller personal injury 

and property damage cases; domestic relations; zoning; support cases; and 

other civil disputes. The attorneys are usually chosen from a list of available 

lawyers for such appointments, are typically paid by the parties on a daily 

basis (although many attorneys serve without any monetary compensation) and may 

serve more than once during the year. ~ome attorneys are placed on panels of 

hearing officers or arbitrators while others hear the cases on an individual 

basis. 

In some jurisdictions, private attorneys are used not only as masters and 

arbitrators in civil cases, but may also act as hearing officers in the juvenile 

courts where they perform fact finding and attempt to resolve juvenile matters 

before they must reach a trial judge for trial and disposition. 

The use of private attorneys in the trial courts to relieve trial judges 

of a variety of tasks is a widespread practice. They have often been assigned 

functions v7hich are quasi-judicial in nature, however, the court usually main

tains a close supervisory overview of the attorneys' activities. The juris

dictions visited generally reported outstanding success and usefulness of such 

programs in a11mving their judges to make more effective use of their time in 

trial and adjudicatory activities. 

Other Programs Designed to Reduce the Non-adjudicatory Duties of Judges 

A few courts among those surveyed reported that they had changed to a 

master (or central) calendar systemS for the assignment of cases to the trial 

judges. This was done to eliminate the pape~, and administrative work required 

of the judges under an individual calendar system where the judges must main-
...., 

tain their case schedules, contact attorneys, and keep informed as to case 

status. Many courts, how'ever, reported that the individual calendar system 

was far more effective in operation than was the master (or central) calendar 

and that the administrative burdens on the trial judge were not felt to be 

significant. Those courts strongly indicated that they would not consider 

eJ1anging the case assignment system. 

8Se€! Solomon, H., "Casef1ow Management in the Trial Court", American Bar 
Association Commission on Standards of Judicial Administration, Support 
Studies-2, 1973', for a discussion o~ various case assignment systems 
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Some courts are utilizing automated legal r'esearch techniques, computer 

aided transcription of trial transcripts -and audio visual devices to make 

the courts more efficient in the uses of trial judge~l time. Such use of 

technology does not, however, appear widespread in the trial courts and 

the number of judges served seems quite limited. 

Environmental Considerations 

The development and implementation of programs to reduce the time de

mands made on judges in the trial courts to perform non-adjudicatory tasks 

has been more sUCC', ssful in some cou!rts than in others. It became evident 

to the research team that a significant element in the success or failure 

of such programs is the environment .of the court or ju'risdiction in which 

they are introduced. Discussions with trial court judges, presiding judges 

and court administrators lead to thEl strong belief among the research team 

that the hospitality of the court environment to change and proposed im

provement.s is one of the key factors in the stlccessfu1 introduction of a 
,judge effectiveness improvement program. 

The atmosphere of the trial court environment is, to a great extents 

itself determined by the personalities of the chief or presiding judge and 

the court administrator and by their relationship. Almost all of the im

provement programs ·and techniques currently in use in the trial courts 

visited and summarized in this report have been implemented, not in response 

to legislative mandate (such as the speedy trial laws or the Federal Magis

trate's Act), but to meet a specific need identified by the trial court or 

jurisdiction. Often the recognition ~f the need to reduce the time judges' 

must spend on non-adjudicatory tasks follows complaints by the judges to 

the chief or presiding judge. In other cases, it is during an attempt to 

improve the operations of the cour~ or jurisdiction, that the court adminis

trator recognizes the potential gain in bench time available through a reduc

tion of,the non-adjudicatory tasks required' of the judges. In any event, the 

~. identification of the need for improvement in judge time availability is only 
'\. .. ~ . 
, a first, though clearly a necessary, step on the path to implementation of a 

program to accomplish that improvement. That path may include the additional 

steps of developi::g the program concept, planning, securing necessary resources , __ , 
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training personnel, issuing court rules or orders, holding discussions with 

judges, attorneys, clerks or other participants, changing procedures, issuing 
, 

new forms, pilot testing, program evaluation and modification. In the courts 

I visited, these additional steps were carried out only through the strong 

support of the chief or p'cesiding judge. Hithout an environnv:nt containing 

such strong support it v70uld have been virtually impossible to achieve full 

program implementation according to many court personnel interviewed in the 

course of the research effort. The supporting environment in many of the 

trial courts successfully implementing programs included: inclusion of the 

program in court budgetary requests; emphasis of the program's importance in 

discussions between the presiding judge and the other judges; delegation of 

sufficient authority to the court administrato~ clerk or other person direct

ly responsible for program implementation, and evidence of judicial support 

in meetings with the bar, prosecutors, law enforcement officials and others 

involved in program operations. 

In many program implementation efforts the court administrator played 

a major role both in identifying the problem area and in designing and 

carrying out a program to reduce non-adjudicatory time demands on the trial 

court judges' time. Where the court administrator has (1) the support and 

backing of the presiding or chief judge; (2) the initiative and resolve to 

carry out the introduction of a change in court operations; and (3) the 

authority and resources necessary for implementing the program it is generally 

believed that the court environment is thereby properly hospitable for a 

successful program introduction. 

In trial courts where the presiding judge evidences little interest in 

administrative or non-judicial activities or whose personality clashes with 

that of the court administrator, the court environment may be less than 

satisfactory for a program of attempted improvement in judge effectiveness. 

The same poor environmental conditions can be found in jurisdictions where 

the court administrator is content to merely maintain the traditional admin

istrativ'e operations of the court and is not actively pursuing the goal of 

c'ourt improvement. 
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It seems important, therefore, that before any improvement program project 

is attempted, that both the court administrator and ~he presiding judge 

define their mm roles and obj ectives so that a hospit9.ble c.ourt environment 

can be developed and maintained for the best chance of iLew program success, 
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THE MITRE CORPORATION 

BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730 

29 September 1978 W57-49l 

Dear Colleague: 

The enclosed brief questionnaire was prepared as a part of a 
national study of the ways trial courts are trying to reduce the time 
judges must spend on non-judicial tasks. The study is being conducted 
by the non-profit MITRE Corporation under a grant from the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal .Justice of the Lmv Enforce
ment Assistance Administration. 

The study, through the assessment of current techniques being 
used by the tTial courts, is intended to provide useful data to court 
administrators, chief and presiding judges, LEAA planning agencies and 
others concerned with court administration, management and improvement. 

We hope you will take the time required to complete the question
naire which was designed to learn about those activities that may be 
currently underway (or planned) in your court or jurisdiction. The 
information which you and the other respondents provide \.;ill form the 
initial factual data base for the nationwide study and will help the 
research team select those courts and jurisdictions with programs of 
special interest. After you have completed the questionnaire, please 
return it in the prepaid self-addressed envelope provided. 

Your assistance is needed and your questions and comments will be 
welcomed. The project director, Burton Kreindel, Esq. would be happy 
to speak \vith you. He can be reached at (617) 271-3083. 

Your completed questionnaire can be of the most benefit to the 
study if it is returned within two weeks of its receipt. 

Thank you for your'help. 

National Advisory Committee 

Harvey E. Solomon 
Institute for Court Management 

Honorable Kenneth N. Chantry 
National Conference af Metro
politan Courts 

Julia A. Newman 
National Association of Trial 
Court Administrators 
Judicial District Administrator 

Ralph Kleps 
Court Management Consultant 

Hantland L. Sandel, Jr. 
Division of Judicial 

Services Activities 
American Bar Association 
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THE MITRE CORPORATION 

c: 

BEDFORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01730 

Programs to Reduce the Time Juds...es 

Must Spend on Non-Judicial Tasks 

September 29, 1978 

Many trial courts have instituted programs to increase the time 
available to their judges for accomplishing judicial tasks by reducing 
the amount of judge time required for tasks generally regarded as non
judicial (i. e., those non-adjudicatory tasks which do not, under statute 
or' court r~le, require a judge's decision or the exercise of his or her 
powers of judicial discretion, including administrative tasks, case and 
courtroom assignment, office manage~ent. prelin"linary case or juror 
orientation waiting time and other routine functions and activities). The 
questions below ask you to describe any such programs which you may 
have in your court or jurisdiction. 

If your court or jurisdiction has set up (or is planning to institute) 
a progr~m (or programs) to reduce the time judges mus t spend on non
judicial tasks, please complete Category A and B below. If not, please 
turn to Category B and complete the brief set of questions listed there. 

1. Category A (Current or Planned Programs) 

1. Which of the following techniques have been used or planned 
for use by your court or jurisdiction? (Include only those which 
have at least the objective to reduce the non-adjudicatory tasks 
required of, trial court judges.) 

Program 

a. 

b • 

Use of Attorneys 

Attorneys employed as mas ters, 
arbitrators, hearing officers, 
panel members, etc. 

Use of Non-Judicial Personnel 

Non-judicial court personnel used 
to conduct routine court activities 
such as arrai.gnments, appointi.ng 
counsel for indigents, granting 
continuances, etc. 

49 a 

Used Planned 

( ) ( ) 

{ ) 



("~ .. 
,< 

....... ,: 

.F>;ro gratn 

c. 

d. 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

Legally trained personnel used to 
assist judges in such activities as 
legal <research, preparation of jury 
instructions, data gathering, etc. 

Change of Master Calendar 

Replacing individual judge calendars 
with a tnas ter ca lend,a ring s ys tern. 
for judicial case as sig~ments. 

e. Itnproved Caseflow Managetnent 

f. 

$ Conduding omnibus hearings 
e Ins tituting continuance controls 
o Maintaining attorneys and 

parties on call 
I'l R e.1ucing required cour t 

appearance for unopposed 
motions and pe titions 

.. Improved personnel training 
and management including 
procedural manual::;, benCh 
books, etc o 

• Internal organizational changes 
G Itnproved infortnation s ys tetns 
til Redistribution of adtninistrative 

res ponsibi li ties 
• Additiona.l clerical and 

adtninistrative support 
including creation of a court 
adminis trator' s position 

Other 
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Program 

a. Use of Attorneys 

b. Use of NOll-Judicial 
Court Personnel 

c. Use of Legally 
TrCl.ined Personnel 

d. Use of Master 
Calendaring System 

e. Improved Caseflow 
Managem.ent 

i. Other 

2. 
!" -
. How suc.c.essful do you think ea,(":h of the 
progra.ms now operating have been in 
achieving its obi e c ti v e s ! .-

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH PHOURAM) 

Very Moderately Min·tmally 
Successful Successful Suceessful 

.. 

I I 
t-

3. 
- -- -, 

Who. has or had the principal ! 
i 

responsibility for the implemen-
tatio'n'of r;!ach of the progi-arns? -- .. 
(CHECK ONE FOR EACH PROGRAM) 

, . 

Court Court 
Jud.ge Administrator Clerk Other 

I 
I 

~ 

I 

" . 



Progratn 

a. Use of Attorneys 

b. Use of Non-Judi.cial 
Court Personnel 

V1 
. t'-' c. Use of Legally 

.' 

Tra ined Personnel 

d. Usc of Mas ter 
Calenc1o.ring System . 

e. Impro:ved Cascflow 
ManagcT?1cl1 t 

!., Other 

4. 
-- -- - _H 
If funds in addition to court resources were 
required to irnplcimenl: the programs, pleas e 
intHcal:e I:he source of additional funds. 

(CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)' 

--State County Municipal None 
Funds Funds Funds LEAA Other Re9-,uil'ed 

. 

I 

., 

-

~--l 

5. 

Have any of the programs 'I.,",:hich 
originated in your court or juris-
dic.tion been later adopted by 
other courts or juri.sdictions? 

(CHECK ONE) 

Yes No Unknown 

r--
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,II. Category B (Your Court or JurisdIction) 

'I. How m.any full-tim.e judges are currently sitting in or assigned 
to your court or jurisdiction? (CHECK ONE) 

( ) none 3-4 ) 16-25 
( ) 1 5-9 } 26-39 
( ) 2 10-15 ) 40 or more 

2. How many judges are currently sitting in or assign'ed to your 
court of jurisdiction only part time? (CHECK ONE) 

( ) none ) 3-4 ( , ) 16-2!:> 
( ) 1 } 5-9 ( ) 26-39 
( ) 2 } 10-15 ( ) 40-:01' more 

3. How large is the population served by your court or jurisdiction? 
(CHECK ONE) 

Over one million 
500, 000 - J., 000, 000 

100, 000 - 499, 999 
25,000 - 99,999 

Less than,2S, 000 

4. How, many criminal filings occurred in your court or jurisdiction 
in 1977? (CHECK ONE) , 

Over 5,000 
1,000 - 4,999 

500 - 999 
100 - 499 

Less than 100 

5. How many civil filings occurred in your court or jurisdiction 
in 1977? (CHECK ONE) 

( ) Over 5,000 
( ) 1,000-4,999 

500 - 999 
100 - 499 

Less than 100 

6. What is the jurisdiction of your court? (CHECK ONE) 

( ) General Jurisdiction Limited Jurisdic tion 

7. What is the name of your court or jurisdiction? 

8. What is your name, title or position, address and telephone number? 

Area Code ( ) ---------------------------------------
9. Would you be interested in receiving an invitation to attend a 

presentCttion of the results of this study? (CHECK. ONE) 

} Yes No 
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This section summarizes many of the comments or observations offered 

by the respondents to the questionnaire. Some of the comments described 

other programs as i<:ientified in Section F of Question 1 of the questionnaire. 

Others were unsolicited comments including observations about the effective 

utilization of any program of effectiveness improvement. In addition,. there 

were some general comments relative to the questionnaire. 

A. The following listing includes some of the "other" p~ograms reported in 

the questionnaire response which are currently in use in courts to 

reduce the time judges must spend on non-adjudicatory tasks: 

• computer-aided transcription, docket control, jury management 

o automated legal research 

~ sentencing guidelines 

e apply sanctions for the cancellation of jury trials on short notice 

til daily motion calendar for matters requiring less than 5 minutes of 

time -- "implemented on a first come, first serve basis" 

o crash p~ogram on criminal docket backlog 

• magistrate function performed by court clerk/administrator 

arraigning and sentencing on traffic and other offenses outside 

the penal code 

• track and team calendaring system -- "reduced delay from arraign

ment to preliminary hearing from 8 months to 3-1/2 months in court 

of limited jurisdiction and reduced delay between arraignment and 

trial from 7 months·to 3-1/2 months in court of general juris

diction. Formerly there ~"ere separate judges for civil and 

criminal cases, nm" each judge hears both types of cases ~vith 

two overflow master calendaring judges." 

• video taped deposition (of 70 taped only 2 had to be shown to 

court or jury) 

., arbi.tr_ition (panel of 3 attorneys) 

• juror orientation, jury management 
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o computer-based information system for all users of criminal 

and civil courts 

G video taped trials and testimony 

COl strict courtroom discipline with regard to time 

6 periodic non-jury weeks to handle motions, pre-trials., and to set 

calendars for trials of cases at times mutually convenient to 

all parties 

e director of court services handles all non-judicial and staffing 

activities 

• appellate pre-argument conferences 

B. The responses also include reference to the following planned programs: 

• development of a multi-court, multi-circuit automated jury 

selection system 

o full-time court commissioner to assist hearing of traffic cases, 

bail hearings, juvenile detention, probable cause hearings in 

mental and alcoholic cases 

• experimental calendar procedure wherein time limits are imposed 

on filing answers, motions, initial trial dates and the length 

of one continuance 

• citizen dispute settlement program using a "dispute board" or 

~rbitrative panel to address dispute between parties 

• consolidation of municipal courts and possibly unification with 

the Supreme Court 

e uniform local or perh~ps statewide court rules 

., misdemeanor release program with telephone tracking system to 

reduce jail overcro~vding and failures to appear for court dates 

C. Included in the comments received on the mailed responses were the 

following: 

• "Individual calendar is the rule in Ohio and is well liked. It 

·clearly fixes responsibility for a case." 

• "In Texas - juror orientation, arraignments and appointing counsel" 

for indi~ents are judicial functions." 
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• . "I" cannot envision that this survey applie,s to any but the smallest 

courts. All judges in this court spend full-time on judicial tasks 

only. Most programs mentioned are already in use, not to reduce 

the non-ajudicatory tasks required of trial court judges, but rather 

to make their judicial time more efficient and productive." 

• "Given support of the legislature, many of the above (programs) would 

be desirable. Without funding, it cannot be done." 

• "The main source of income is from local sources. Federal taxation 

has dried up sufficient funds to operate courts. This causes a 

constant battle between local budget committees and the courts. 

Considerable valuable court time is spent explaining Ivhy the funds 

are needed to improve the court'q efficiency." 

• "99% of the above (programs) require State funding Ivhich the legis

lature does not agree to. To the contrary, they strip us of court 

personnel to the "skeleton force" and all court personnel including 

judges work overtime, without compensation of ANY kind, to meet the 

needs -- EVERYTHING including public relations, all non-judicial 

demands, the news rnE!dia, mental health programs, etc." 

• "I have a heavy caseload and share the entire administrative respon

sibility with another district judge. I have no non-judicial per

sonnel nor even a clerk. It's tough, but I manage by working all 

the time." 
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APPENDIX C 

Preliminary Survey Results-Statistical Analysis 
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This IAPpendiX presents the results of a preliminary statistical 

analysis utilizing the chi-square test of som~ of the responses re

ceived during the mail survey effort. Although the analysis did not 

lead to conclusive results and, therefore, no full analysis was under

taken, the data is presented to indicate possible approaches to the 

study of the court time improvement programs utilizing mailed survey 

questionnaire responses and statistical methods. 

A review of the data contained in Section III suggested several 

possible relationships between the responses to individual questions. 

This appendix presents a brief analysis of these observed relationships 

au~ ~he results of the statistical testing (chi-square) used to support 

the validity of such relationships. In general, this investigation 

attempts to assess the relationships bet'veen mechanisms currently em

ployed in the trial courts to increase the effective utilization of 

judges' time (responses to questions of Category A) and the court charac

teristics as identified in Category B. 

1. ·Success of Program and Person Principally Responsible for Program 
Implementation 

Table 12 shows the responses to the question concerning the degree of 

program success arrayed by the person(s) principally responsible for im

plementing the program. The table entries include only those programs where 

the respondent indicated both his assessment of the program's success and 

the person(s) principally responsible for the progra.m' s j.mp1ementation. 

Table 12 

}?rogram Success vs. Program Administrator 

Person Principally Responsible 

Judge 

Court Administrator 

Judge with Court Administrator 

Court Clerk 

Other 

Total 

Success'Rating 
Very Moderately 

113 67 

107 60 

48 4·3 

11 7 

5 2 

284 179 

5° 

Minimally. 

9 

5 

2 

o· 
0 

16 

Total 

189 

172 

93 

18 

7 

479 



~igure 3 is a histogram showing the relative success of programs ac

cording to the various program administrators. The relative success of 

programs "1)1ere the administx'ator was not identified is not shown in the 

figure. 

It is apparent from the histogram that there are minimal differences 

in the relative program implementation success by program administrator 

as reported by the respondents. The percent of very successful programs 

ranged from a low of 52% for combined judge/court administrator respon~ 

sibi1ity to a high of 62% for court administrator alone. 

In order to validate these observations, a two-stage chi-square 

statistical analysis was employed. The first stage tested the null hy

pothesis: that for all programs there is no difference in program success 

att'ributab1e to the person(s) principally responsible for implementation. 

The second stage tested a similar hypothesis for the individual programs 

A through F. The results of the first test indicate that program success 

and responsibility for implementation cannot be definitely related because . . 
the' small observed differences can occur by chance more than 50% df the 

tirrie. Similar results were attained upon testing the individual programs. 
I rT"·, .. ..l •• ~ l'f"'· . 1 1188C_ Cl11.·,square tests l:U'''!'·l.cate tnat LIe. (:I...~ erl:!I1CN.l l.n program .StlCcest: 

and prind.r;al re.sprl"ClsiH.1.i.t:y could occur almost 0.xclusiyely by ch.:mce for 

ProgJ:ams D (chauga to me.ster calendar) ilnrl I~ (:tmpl'r))led case.f1,Oltl mau('lgement).. 

For all other programs the observed differences could occur between 25% 

and 80% of the time due to chance. Since the null hypothesis 'wou1d be re

jected whenever the chi-square shows a probability of occurrence of less 
f 

than 5% due to chance., the statistical findings t.'7ou1d indicate, therefore, 

a possible relationship between the variables tested. 
\ 
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2. Use of Programs vs. Number of Full-Time Judges 

The frequency with which the respondents of a particular court size 

used the specific programs identified in the questionnaire is shown in 

Table 13. /The size -of the court is measured by the number of ft:.11-time 

judges sitting in that court or jurisdiction. Figure 4 graphically I 

illustrates the relationship bet,veen the court size and the use of in

diyidual p:rograms. For each program, a histogram identifies the relative 

percentage of courts in each size category that used the program. 

Table 13 

Program Use by Court Siz.e (No. of Judges) 

A B D E 

Improved 
Use of Use of Change Case-
Non- Legally to flow 

Number of Fc111- Use of Judicial Trained Master Manage-
Time Judges Attorneys Personnel Personnel Caneldar ment 

0-2 12 11 14 6 24 

3-4 14 13 13 5 24 

5-9 22 22 33 23 48 

10-15 27 15 28 11 37 

16-25 10 5 17 13 20 

26-39 9 5 11 7 12 

40+ 9 3 11 9 11 

62 

F 

Other 
Programs 

7 

3 

7 

8 

6 

2 

3 
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Several observations can be made after a study of the table and the 

histogram. First, as mentioned in Section III,· there was ~~ Ln,;:-.tP':' over-

and l:' (other p.,;,:>gyam.:.::). 1:'rogrBm E was used by nearly all courts regardless 

of size. The frequency of implementing other programs (Program F) was low 

with no marked pattern with respect to court size. 

There appears) h01vever, to be a 1'1oderate trend toward increased use of 

attorneys (Pl~ogram A) and a moderate trend toward decreased use of non-
I 

judicial court personnel (I'rograrr. B) as court size increases. Possibly the 

greater nllnlbe-r of full-time judges sitting in a court results in a lessened 

need for non-judicial court personnel to conduc.t: routine court activities. 

'l.'here is a marked increase in the use of legally t.rain'cd personnel (Program 
" , 

C) and the change to a master calendar system (Program D) as court size 

increases. One would expect that a master calendar system could become a 

more important tool for managing court schedules as the number of judges 

and/or the number of cases increases. One may 'also expect that larger 

courts, because of the volume of work, have a need for additional legally

trained personnel (Program C). An explanation for the increased use of 

attorneys and legally trained personnel and decreased use of non-judicial 

court personnel as court size increases may result from the greater avail

ability of resources in the larger. courts. 

The chi-square test ~·;as again used to test for the possibility of 

the above observations occurring solely because of chance, by appJ.ying the 

same procedure as described in the preceding sect:Lol1,. The null hypothesis, 

which states that tl'll~re is no difference between the size of the court 

and the use of progc2.lns, ,vas tested for all programs. The results show 

'that 50% of the time, variations as observed in the sample could have 

occurred due to chance. However, \'1hen the same hypothesis 'vas applied to 

individual programs, the fo11mving results \,,'ere attained: 
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A. Use of Attorneys 
I 

Bi Use of Non-Judicial Personnel 

C. Use of Legally Trained 
Personnel 

D. Change to Master Calendar 

E. Improved Caseflow Hanagement 

F. Other Programs 

Probability of Occurrence 
Due to Chance ::.:.::c::..::.. __ _ 

12% 

50% 

Less than 5% 

Less than U~ 

20% 

30% 

For Program C, use of legally trained personnel and Program D, change to master 
I 

calendar, the test results indicate that the observed variations in program 

use by court size rarely occur due to chance. It can be, therefore, assumed 

ren'iaird.1.\':; programs, no relationship can be assumed b",(..[;.use or 1:he Ll:Lgll 

probability (greater than 5%) of a chance occurrence. 

3. Number of Programs Used vs. Number of Judges 

The percentages of courts of each size category using between 0 and 6 

programs are shown in Table 14. 

Court Size 

No. of Full-Time 

0-2 

3-l~ 

5-9 

10-15 

16-25 

26-39 

110+ 

Table 1lf 

Number of r.!.~·~";?:]:'~~I~§ Used by Courts of Varying Size 

Judges 0 
% 

25 

14 

9 

14 

0 

0 

20 

Total 

1 
,; 

15 

7 

4 

11 

6"C 
.1 

5 

0 

0 

NUI:lber of Programs Used 

2 3 4 5 
---.--~---co, 

% % % In 

21 6 27 3 

~S 21 29 0 

21 29 29 6 

9 30 14 20 

10 35 30 15 

9 18 46 27 

20 7 33 7 

'" 0 
al 
10 

3 

4 

2 

2 

5 

0 

13 
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It was anticipated that larger courts would use more programs to 

increase the effective use of trial· judge's time. A chi-square test 

of the null hypothesis, which states that there' :l.s no difference in 
i . 

the total number of programs used by courts of varying size, ,vas used 

to confirm the initial observation. The results showed that the above 

data ~vould rarely occur (less than 5% of the time) due to chance. There

fore, according to the data sample, the test seems to verify that the use 

of a greater number of programs is associated with the larger courts. 

4. Use of Programs vs. Number of Criminal Filings 

The respondents who indicated they were currently using programs to 

reduce the amount of judge time required for non-judicial tasks were 

grouped by the number of criminal filings recorded by the court in 1977. 

For each size grouping, the percentage of respondents ,in that group \vho 

currently had specific Programs (A-F) in effect ,vas determined. Figure 

5 shows the relative use of each program by courts having varying numbers 

of criminal filings. For example, 60% of the courts with 5000 or more 

criminal filings in 1977 used attorneys for non-adjudicative tasks (Pro

gram A). 

From a review of Figure 5, it appears that there is no clear tendency 

to use Programs A, B, C, E or F as the number of criminal filings of courts 

increase. Only Program D (change to a master calendaring system) appears 

to be positively related to case filings. Twelve percent of the courts 

with be::cween 100 and 499 criminal filings used Program D as compared to 

54% of the courts with greater than 5000 criminal filings. The group of 

courts with less than 100 criminal filings contained only two respondents; 

the results for this category are thus biased by the small sample . 

The chi-square method was employed to test for possible relationships 

bet\veen the use of programs and the number of criminal filings of a court. 

The test results indicate that for programs overall, there iE! no statis

tically significant difference in progr8:m use by courts ,yith varying numbers 

of filings. For individual programs, the c:hi-square test yielded the 

following results: 
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A. Use of 

B. Use of 

Attorneys 

Non-Judicial Personnel 

Probability of Occurrence 
Due to Change 

15% 

60% 

c. Use of Legally Trained Personnel Less than 5% 
D. Change to Haster Calendar Less than 5% 
E. Improved Caseflmv Nanagement 75% 

F. Other Programs 90% 

For Programs C (use of legally trained personnel) and D (change to a master 

calendar system), there is a less than 5% probability of these results 
" I 

occ:1..1:r.ring dv.e \:0 dJ::.tnc.e. Consequently, this data jnd-i.c:..;tr~s ,,' i-.::;f.:~h probR.l:dJ.:l.~~T 

y'(;.sult sl'!ems to SUPi)Ott tile initial expectation that there is indeed a 

te'l.der·c;" for.' ('(l1l1:::,3 Ii/ith large n.umbers of criminal filings to use a master 

calC'.71(1.31: system program. The results are \veakel:' for Program C (use of 

legally trained personnel) because of the small number of r.espondcnts with 

less than 100 criminal filings which bad a disproportionate influence on 

the test statistic. 

5. Numbel~ of ProgE~ms Used by Courts vs. Numbe1~ of Criminal or Civil Fili.n.gs 

From an inspection of tabulated data, it \Vas also felt that some statis

tically significant relation might exist bet'\veen the number of programs im

plemented by a court and the number of criminal or civil case filings. Ohe 

would expect that courts with a large number of case filings, i. e., busy 

courts, might implement more programs to increase the effective. use of trial 

·judges' time. To explore this expectation, chi-square tests Here performed, 

testing the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the number 

of programs implemented and the number of either criminal or civil case 

filings. Hhi1e the data shoHs a slight tendency for "busy" courts to use 

'several pr.ograms, the tests indicate no significant relationship bet~\Tee.L1 

these factors f :':':' either criminal and civil filings. 
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6. Summary 

The discussion and analysis presented ~vere conc~rned '/lith several relation

ships between the use of programs to reduce the time spent by judges on non

judicial tasks and characteristics describing the courts, such as court size. 

These relationships were derived intuitively and were tested .first by inspec

tion and secondly through the use of the chi-square statistical technique.
l 

For those tests which treat the use of programs collectively for each 

court characteristic, the chi-square showed no real relationship. However, 

a separate chi-square analysis on the total number of programs used by courts 

with varying numbers of full-time judges indicated the use of a greater number 

of pr,ograms by larger courts. When the use of individual programs were tested 

against court characteristics only the following relationships appeared to be 

significant: 

iii increased use of Program C (use of legally trained personnel) w;ith 

a greatel~ number of judges, i. e., larger courts 

6 increased use of Program D (change to master 'calendar) with a 

greater number of judges 

& increased use of Program C (use of legally trained personnel) 

by courts with a greater number of crjminal case filings 

c increased use of Program D (c.hange to master calendar) by courts 

with a greater number of criminal case filings 

1. It should be noted that the results of these tests may be biased 
because of the non-random method of selections of the sample 
population. 
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SELECTED PROGRl\}l 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS 
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. PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME. 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Use of Attorneys A.lOl 

TITLE: 

At~orneys as Masters 
~~~-------"""",""",.--... ,-----.-------~-~--------"., .. 

COURT~ United States S'1'A'l'E: I 
~~~.~N~e~W~Y~O~r~k~~-~-~ ______________________ J_." _________ s~erc_o_n_d __ c_i_r_c_u_i_t_. ______________________________ .. ~ 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUHBER OF JUDGES: 
40 or More Over One Million 

• :ciUi-iiNAL FILINGS FOR 1977: ' 

1,000 - 4,999 ~ 

CIVIL FIl.INGS FOR 1977 ~ 
Over 5,000 

.~~~~------~--------------------~----,;.,.¥---------~=-------------------------~ PROGRAH DEVELOI'MENT: 

The court has planned a program involving the use of. attorneys on a voluntary 
basis 'after case filing to act as masters to control the discovery process. 

The idea 'was originat.ed by an attorney who suggested it to the second circuit 
judicial conference. The program was approved by the chief judge. A committee 
of the circuit council judges' -sub-group. and attor'neys formulated the specific 
procedures. 

_~_. __ ~ ___________ H,, ____ C ____________ W ______ ~~_._. ____________________________ ~.= 

. PROGRAH DESCRIPTION~ 

The program will operate by having "high'level" attorneys from major law 
firms meet with t~e parties in orqer to limit and UlA.nage the discovery process .. 
The attorneys would be volunteers, 'uncompensated by ~he parties and limited to 
discovery considerations. . 

.. 
The program evaluation is being funded by the Office of Improvement of 

. Judicial Administration .($10,000 grant) and the Ford Foundation ($17,000 grant). 

The chlef .obJectlve of the program lS to reduce both the load of dlscovery 
on the litigants and on the judges \l7ho must hear discovery motions and review 
evidence. 

.. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TD1E' 

Site Visits ' 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Use of Attorneys A.104 

TITLE: 
Attorneys as Hearing Officers 

~--~---------"-'-------~-'---'-'---"'------~-i-" __ ~--------'-------.. --~--------..------------------------..,-.--
STATE~ , , COUP~~ 

1{ansas 29th Judicial District 
~ ______________________________ .L-______ ~ ____________________________________ ~ 

~, POPULATION SERVED B¥ COURT: 
100,000 - 4999,999 

NillrBER OF JUDGES: 
10-15 

CRIHINAT.FILIN"'~H FOR 1 (j '1'~7 " '~', ----.'~----f--.-------------.------i - ~- ~ CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 

500-999 Over 5,000 

~ROGRAH DEVELOPMENT: 

The court has employed an attorney to hear and decide small claims cases., 

'The p~ogram originated with the administrative and other judges who had 
no inte'rest in' handling small claims eases. 

, ... -'-_. , . 

. ,,-...... 
,PROGRAM DB8CRIPTION: 

, 

One attorney, chosen by the court, is pai'd $75 each week to sit and resolve 
small claims duri:lg the once a week small claims session. " 

, : The .attorney has 'been used under the provisions of a statute which pro:vides 
that a pr:? tem member of the bar can be appointed "in the absence of a judge l

! • 

.. In most cases there are no appeals, although the decisions of the attorney 
can be appealed to a regular judge .. 

,Funds·for the program come ,from the county budget. 

The program has been in force for several months. 

The program has, been well received and has not only reduced the w'Ork1oad 
of the judge but has also relieved the work of the clerk in hefPing small 
claimants. .. 

7'), 
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PROGRAMS 'TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Attorneys 

TITLE: 

As Trial Commissioner 

STATE: 

PennsyllTania 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: . 

Over One Mi1iion 

Site Visits 

Nill1BER: 

' . . , 

COURT: Common Pleas 
Philadelphia County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over 40 

A.I05 

• CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:, 
Over 5,000 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

~-----------------------------------------------.~-----------------------------------------~ ?ROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 
Private criminal complaint division was established in July 1970 for the Municipal 
Court of Philadelphia. J • 

'r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The Municipal Court operates a private criminal complaint division. These are complaints 
where the amount in controversy is less than $1,000 and the maximum possible imprison
ment is three years. These cases originate from complaints filed by private citizens. 

Lawyers are not essential to these proceedings and the court is conducted informally in 
non-legal language. It is presided over by a lay.Trial Commissioner appointed by the 
President Judge of Municipal Court. The Trial Commissioner cannot impose fines or jail 
sentences 9 but can and does help th~ parties come to terms with each other. Als9 the 
Trial Commissioner can assign the case to'binding outside arbitration, if the parties 
consent. If the parties cannot reach an agreement and do not wish to go to binding 

. arbitration, the Trial Commissioner can list the case for a hearing in Munic.ipal Court, 
approve a withdrawal of prosecution, or dismiss a case for lack of prosecution. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TDlE 

Site Visits . 

r-'---.~---------------"------------------''''''------------------------~-----~~--------------'''''----------------4 
'PROGRAH CATEGORY:. ~. I NU1-IDER: 

Use of Attorneys . _ A.l06 

T1'£L1';: 
I 

Attorneys as Hearing Officers 1<-__ -_ r 

S'rATE~ 

Michigan 

POPULATION SERVED B1.COURT: 
Over One Million 

COlJRTg 
Third Judicial Circuit 

NUNBER OF JUDGES: 
26-39 

CRIMINAi~FILiNGS'FO~~Y-;--'--------------,----~---C-IV-I-L---F-I-L-I-N-G-S-F-O-R---1-9-7-7-:------------------

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELO~1ENT: 

The court has for sometime (before 1970) been o~erat·ing a program involving 
the use of an attorney as a "Friend of Court Referee in Domestic Relations". 

" 

~-----~------.~.-------------------.~.-. ~--.--------------~~~~----,----------------------------~---------~ 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The attorney who is a permanent employee'of the court is paid through 
the county.budget and receives bet~veen $32, 000 and $36, 000 annually. 

The Friend of Court Referee in Domestic Relations has been given limited 
powers by the court to, assist judges in hearing and dealing with custody and 
property matt'ers. The prograI)1 wa.& establishe~ to allow the judges to handle 
additional work and to relieve them of many routine investigr;ttory tasks • 

. . Although the parties generally foliow the findings of the referee, there 
is a provision'for a study de novo by a judge of the matter if the parties 
disagree with the findings. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits . 

~----~--------------------~----------------------~-~------~--------------~ 

I NUMllER, 
! 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Attorneys A.108 
~T~I~T~LE~:------'---'----------------------'----------~--~------~~~~--------------! 

, 
Attorneys as Me4iators . 

STATE: " -COURT: 

Third Judicial Circuit' -Michigan ~ _________________________ • ____ L-______ ~~ ________________________________ ~ 

POPULATION SERVED BY,COURT: 

Over One Million 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

26-39 
~----------------------------------=---------~--~-------------------"------------------~ CR:tMINk-..L FILINGS FOR 1977: ' CIvn. FIJ,INGS FOR 1977: I 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 . , 
-'~P~R~OG=RAM~~DE=?V~E~L~OP~M~~E~N~T~:----------------~--~----------------------~----------~ 

Since 1971, the court has operated a system of using, attorneys as mediators 
in civil cases. 

" , 

______ ~ __ ~. __ ---__________ ------------------------~~--~------------------------------____ ~i 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The program utilizes panels of mediators (2 attorn(~ys and a judge for cases 
$20,000 or over in damages, 3· attorneys in cases Ull( r ~/20,000) to hear the ev;i.dence, 
issue' finc\ings and m~ke aw'ards.. ,_ 

The attorneys, who must have at' least five years experience, are chosen by 
both the parties and the judg~s aud are paid by the parties (each party pays $45 
per case and each lawyer receives at least $75) . 

. ;If a party appeals for a trial before a judge and jury and rej ects the 
p~ne1 r s aw~rd, 'he is penalized unless the final award is 10% greater than the. 
panel's award. 

The program has been well received and will reduce the judge time required 
to hear cases of less than. $20,000 in damages, 
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PROGRAl:'IS. TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits 

~--------.--.-------------..... --------------.-------------------~----~----------------~----~ .• 
PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Attorneys 

TITLE: 

Attorneys as Masters 

STATE: 

Massachusetts 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Hillion 

CRUlINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5',000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: 
Superior 
Suffolk County 

NUMBER: 

NUMBER 'OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

A.lll 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

The court has faced long delays in completing its civil b1,lsiness and since 1955 has 
turned to the use of attorneys to reduce the time spent by judges in hearing and deter
mining questions of fact prior to trial. 

.~-----------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------~ PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

The program is authorized by statute and is monitored by a committee of judges who com-
pile and maintain a list of attorneys eligible for selection as masters. The candidates 
for the list consist of retired judges and attorneys proposed by the bar association. 
Additional names can be added by agreement of the parties but final appointment is made 
by the judge hearing the case. 

At the end of his assignment, the master must file a report with the cour.t. 

The county pays the attorneys for each hour of their services but is reimbursed by the 
parties upon termination of the case. 

The program has been ,veIl received by the judges although there have been complaints 
that some attorneys are unduly slmv in returning their reports. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Use of Attorneys A.114 

TITLE: 
Attorneys ~s Arbitrators 

I 
~~~~-=------~~-----.--------~-~-------------------------------------------------------------~ , . STATE: ' . COUICl ." • 

Connecticut 
, ....... United States 

District Court 

• POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

.1 ,.,...,::----';'=~--------~-_il_----------------------l 
CRXMIN/I..L FII .. !NGS FUR 1917: . CIVIL FILINGS FOR. 1977: 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: --"~=----------!'--------~-----,-----..,.,j 

The .court has instituted a program of using attorneys as arbitrators in civil 
cases where damages are claimed betwel':!n $50,000 and $-100,'000. 

, , " 

~.-.--~------------.=--------------------~~---~-----------------.------------J 
·PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

) \ Although there is a certified list of at~orneys, other persons even non-
attorneys may be appointed. In all cases, the parties must consent to arbitration 
and only cer.tain cases (breach of. contract, personal inj ury, property damage) are 
covered where jurisdiction is based on diversi,ty of citizenship. Arbitrators are 
'unp~id for .two days of hearings and then $250 '(paid by the parties) per day. The!e 
. may 'be 1 .. or 3. arbitrat'ors (determined by the parties or by the magistrate who over
sees the arbitration process if t~e parties can't agree). 

Aftl:!r the hearing, the arbitrator (s) make an mvard which is final judgement 
: unless.a party·requests a trial de novo. Either party can terminate the arbitration 

process'. 

The program is being evaluated by the Office of Improvement in Judicial 
Administration .. 
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l'ROGRANS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Siti' .r.i.sits . 

r-P-R-O-GRAM----CA-T-E-.G-O-RY---:-------~----------------'-------------·I-Nm---m-E-R----------------------~p 

Use of Attorneys . "'A.H3 

TITLE: 

At~orneys as Arbitrators 

~------------------------------------~~---------------------------------------------------~ STATE: 

Arizona 

. POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

COURTg superior 
Haricopa County 

NUMBER OF .TUnGES: 
26-39 

~IMrNAL FIL~F~O~R~J~9~/~{~~-·-----------------+-C-~I-V-l-L-F-I-L-I-N-G-S---P.O-R---1-9-7-7-;---------------~ 
Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

~~ ______ --__ --~.~~ __ --__ --__ --__ -------------L __ .--------------~-----------------------~! 
PROGIWi DEVELOPMENT: 

The program came into being in 1974 and requires tha.t all civil cases with 
. e~pected damages of more than $5,000 be sent to arbitration before a board of one 

or three attorneys. 

·PROGP.M1 DESCRIPTION: 

The program, instituted under a statute strongly backed by the Arizona Supreme 
Court, was .imp1emented in 60 ~ays and is aimed at terminating civil cases before 
they reach the judges for trial., t~erefore, making more judge time available for 
hearing crin,tinal cases. . .. 

" 

After a hearing and award, t'Q.e arbitrators decision is appealable. 

The program is funded with county funds. The attorneys receive bet'iTeen $50 
and $.150 per hearing. . , 

'The court administrator operates the program (picking at~orneys randomly, 
doing the administrative 'iTork). 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJ'UDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits 

~----------~----------------------'----------------~-r--------------------------~ 

. 

PROGRlili CATEGORY: NUHBER: 
Use of Attorneys 

A.1l6 
~~-----------,,--------------------------------------~--------------------------~ TITLE: 

Attorneys as Hearing Officers 

STATE: COURT: Superior 
Connecticut State of Connecticut 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUHBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Million Over 40 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

~--------------------.------------------.------~---------------------------------------~ PROGRAH DEVELOPMENT: 

Public Act 76-298, effective October 1, 1976, allows attorneys, under certain conditions, 
to serve as hearing officers in contest'ed small claims cases. 

I--~-------------------------------------------------------'---'-------------------------------------------PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

Attorneys apply to the Clerk of Courts to serve as hearing officers. Requests are for
warded to the Chief Court Administrator for approval. If approved, the attorneys are 
placed on a rotating list and can expect to be called 3 or 4 times a year. The attorneys 
are on the :"ist for a period of one year and serve without monetary compensation. 

The procedure to request a hearing officer in lieu of a judge is simple. Prior to the 
hearing of cases, the judge assigned to small claims informs the parties of the opt:i.ons 
available. In order for an attorney to hear a case, both parties must consent in writing, 
and once the hearing commences, no one can \\7ithdra~v ,vithout the agremment of both parties. 
After the hearing, the parties can void the offic.er; s decision if both parties agree. 

~ The program has been implemented statewide. In general, this program has been quite suc
cessful because attorneys are presiding over 30% to 60% .of the hearings scheduled. As a 

~ result, judge time can be used for other matters. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATOR;l' JUDGE TINE 

Site Vj.sits ' 

~-----------------------------'-'------------------'-----------~r-~----------------------------~ 
PROGRAH CATEGORY: 

Use of Non-Judicial'Personnel 

TITLE: 

Indigency 1 

I 

STATE: 
Washington 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

". CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 
, 1,000-4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

'COURT: Superior 
King County 

NUMBER: 

NillIBER OF JUDGES: 
26-39 

B.10l 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

Over ten years ago the court established the office of Pubiic Defender Administrator. 
The office 'vas set-up to act as a "micJ,d1~man" be.tween. the court and the attorneys 
furnished to indigents for their defense ea public defender corporation and privately 
appointed attorneys),' , 

o c." I 

~ROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The admin'istrator handles all administrative' aspects of indigent defense including 
appointment of counsel. By interviewing detainees at the ,i ail, the staff of the admin
istrator sc'reens the defendants 'with respect to their need for appointed counsel.' 

The program was established by the court administrator to help relieve judges of the, 
need to i'nvestigate the status of pretrial detainees and to appoint counsel for indi-
gents. 

" 

The administratqr reports to the county e~ecutive and is paid from the county budget. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits . 

PROGRPM CATEGORY: NUl1BER: 
Use of Non-Judicia! Personnel 

B.103 
TITLE:---·-··------------------------"--------~--~----~~--------------~ 

Indigency / 
~---------------------------,-----~------------------------~~------------~ STATE: COURT ~ 

Circuit 
.Oregon Multnomah County 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 

. CRIHINAL J!'ILINGS FOR 1977: . 
1,000 - 4,999 

NUHBER OF JUDGES: 
16-25 

CIvn. FILINGS FOR 1977; 
Over 5,000 

-,~~~~~==--------------~~----------------------~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

~he court operates a program designed to relieve judges from involvement 'in the 
routine appointment of counsel for inaigent defendants. 

The program ~vas developed by the court administrator with support ,from the 
judges and. the administrative staffs of the courts. 

·~f ... :~:-RO:-G::RAM~··~. -:D-:E-:S-CR-\.I-r-~T-I-O-N-: -------------...:-=--~--------.,-----.--

Since 1974, thei 2 have been calendaring personnel in the district courts ~vho 
report to the. court administrator (since 1976 the court administrator also holds 
the position of cierk of court). These personnel in the district courts determine 
the need for appointed counsel, maintain lists of at~orneys and appoint counsel 
from the.approved 1iGts. .. 

The personnel are part of the county budgets. 
operation in the Minneapolis courts in },iinnesota . 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

.. -.-.... -------.-----------------------,-.;...------------------4 
'ROGRAM CATEGORY~ NUHBER: 

Use of Non-Judicial Personnel B.107 

rITLE: 

Granting of Continuances 
--------.----.----------------------.-.--~-------------------------------------------------------f STATE: 

Oregon 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: . 
506,000 - 1,000,000 

COURT: Circuit 
Hultnomah County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
16-25 

-----------------------------------------------~-----_r-------------------.--------------------------------~ CRIHINAL .FILINGS FOR 1977 ~ . 

1,000 - 4,999 
CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977; 

Over 5,000 

.-~~~~~-----------------------~----.--.~---------------------------------------------~ PROGRAl1 DEVELOPMENT ~ 

The court has authorized calendaring personnel to apP.rove continuances or .changes 
in scheduled court appearance dates up, to 5 days. Si~ce 1977 in the civil area and 
1979 in the criminal area, the court administrator has organized the calendaring 
functions into sections of eight to ten people (criminal, civil and domestic relations). 

PROr.R.A.H DESCR:L,pT.ION: 

The sections coordinate all calendaring in each of the court's areas of juris
diction. Under strict guidelines, established by the court administrator, the. 
coordinators are given the administrative discr~tion to grant continuances or 
changes i~ scheduled court appearances. Changes over 'five days require judge 
approval, however, in most cases there is no judge involv'ement in granting limited 

1 continuanc'es. .. 

The judges initially believed that granting continuances was solely a judicial 
'function but ag:t;eed to test the system of limited dele.gation to non-judicial per
sonnel. 

. 
Implementation has taken about one year with funds coming from the county 

budget. A similar program is in operation in the Hinneapolis courts. 

The program has been very successful and has greatly reduced the time judges 
• spend in considering continuance requests. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Si.te Visits . 

t-----------------------------··-·----..... ----------------------,----------------------------------I NUHBER: PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
pse of Non-Judicial Personnel I B, 110 

~T~I~T~LE~?~:-----------------------------------··----~--·L----~-~~--------. ..--.-------.-.-~ 

Jury Mana.gement 
i 

~-------------------~--------------------~------.--.. ------.. --------~-----------------------------------------STATE: . . I COURT; 

Kansas 29th Judicial District 
~iOh:z 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

10-15 i 100,000 - 499,999 
... CRIHINAL Fr1iJ~GS ~;OR i9 7:/·=;-:-·-··----~~-=-.... -+-C-IV-T--...,-I-I--G----·-7--------~ 

.d,., x .. IN S FOR 197 ~ 

500-999 Over 5,000 

~~--------------~-----------------~~-------------------------------------~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

The court initiated a program in 1975 to centralize all jury management 
activities in the court administrator" s office. 

f-1?ROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

Such activities as calling jurors, giving juror instructions and paying jurors 
are now done ~ntirely by the court administrator's office. '. 

L .- • • 

FOJ;~erly the judges participated in jury management but '..!uder the leadership 
of the administrative .judge (and with lessened interest in jurors by the judges 

• because at elimination of ele~tio~s), the court administrator took over juror 
. management. No .additional funds were required' and considerable judge time is 

saved for bench duties. . 
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! PROGRAMS .1'0 REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visi.ts 

PROGRAH CATEGORY: NIDffiER: 
pse of Non-JudiciaL Personnel 

B.110 
TITJ.,If:---.. ·.,.. ,------------------~------ ----------------~ 

Jury Manage'ment 

-,------...:----.--.--.----~---STATE: COUR1'~ 

Kansas 29th Juuicial District 
~------------------------------------~--------"~------------------------------------------,~ POPULATION SERVED Br COURT: 

100,000 - 499,999 

NUMBER 01.... JUDGES: 

10-15 
~='='~"'=' ~ __ , __ ~.=.',~_~_e=,==_ ........... ~,=-c:::~-.::r __ + ___ , 

-." CRIN.INA1~ FILINGS FOR 191"11' CIVJ:I4 FILINGS :E'OR 19._ 7_7_g ___ ·_~.. 
500-999 Over 5,000 dp- c' ._r __ .. ________ • .....;botI. __ ...... ___ ..... ' ... _______________ -'-~ __ ~ ____ _ 

PROG1W1 DEVELOPHENT: 

The court initiated a program in 1975 to centralize all jury management 
activities in the court administrator" s office. 

I-.............. --:'-----.. -·--·-~-----------~- -----..... -------.. ----.--~---------.----------~ 
PROGRAl·1. DESCRIPTION: 

Such activities as calling jurors, giving juror instructions and.paying jurors 
are now done, ~ntirely by the court adminiptrator's office. 

, FOJ;"merly the judges participated in jury management but under the leadership 
of the administrative judge (and with lessened interest 'in jurors by the judges 
because oI elimination of electioms» the cour.t administrator took over juror 

, management. No .additional funds 'vere required' and considerable judge time is 
saved for bench duties'. 
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PROGRMiS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visits . 

'( PROG,-~---,oC--.A-T-E~G-OR-Y-:-----------~--------------------~~mn~-m-E-R-:------~~---------·

", pse of Non.,-Judiciai Personnel BollI 
TITLE: 

Granting of Con7inuances 

~S_~_:~_l~_~_:o_n_'_: __ '_' _____ " _________________ J[~'_:_C_CU_R_~_~ ___ M+C~_~~_~_~_!_~_ah_._c_o_u_n_ty~ ________ . ___ 1 __________ ~ 
. POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

500,000 - 1,000,000 
NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

16-25 
'~-==-~< __ ~<="_" ____ ' __ "~~~I _____ =-~ _____ ~ __________ ~ _________ '_f-___________________ m ___________ ~~ _______________ ._ .. _~ 

, CRUiINAL FILINGS I~OR 1911 t . 

1,000 - 4,999 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977g 

Over 5,000 
~-~- +- .. - ----------=-----~~~~,--~-------------,----------~-------.-.-----~--.~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

. The ,court has reduced time demands on the presiding judge in the area of ' 
juror 'excuse consideration. Formerly, the presiding judge listeLied to all juror 
reque'sts for postponements or excuses for not serving. Tho judge felt such 
activities were a ~vaste of the court's time and with the court administrator, 
initiated the new program. 

I 

~~--~----------~------=--------=------------------~~~~----~---------------=---,------------------------1 
• PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Operating since 1974, the program involves having the cour,t administrator and, 
his assistant,interviewing jurors claiming excuses from service. The listening 
process is s'peedeCl. by having the jurors sub-diyide themselves into groups based 

~ on, ~heir ,exs:use'. (mothers with small children, work related excuses, etc 0) and 
then being interviewed or processed rapidly. The system works ~vell and saves 
over two' hours a week of the time of the presiding' justice. 
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PROGRAl1S TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits . 

~'.-P-R-uO-sG-eRA}---o-:-~-~-o~-~-~-~-:-~-'c-:i-a-l-'-p-e-r-s-o-n-n-e-l----------------------~--~.I~NU}--~-~;R~B-~-1-1-2-------------------f 

~ __ ----------------.----------------------------------------------L---------------.----------_______ ~ TITLE: 
Pa~alegal Aides 

STATE: 
Washington 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Million 

COURT: Superior 
King County 

NmlBER OF JUDGES: 

26-39 

- . CRININAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 

. 1,000-4,999 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over'S,OOO 

. 

. 

-~-.------------------------------------------..... ----------~-----------------~------------~------------

t 
: 

. 
, 

. 

PROGRA}1 DEVELOPHENT: 

Under a program es'tablished by the court, court aides have. been utiiized to assist 
judges in coordinating and scheduling civil motions. Developed in 1978, the program 
has used primarily CETA personnel working under the direction of the court adminis-
trator. 

~ROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The work performed involves routine activities formerly performed by judges in notify
ing 'participants and in s.chedul~ng an~, coordinating civil motion hearings. 

.. 
On-the-job training is given to the aides. 

In addition to the CETA funded personnel, paraiega1 aides funded from the'county budget 
are being used to encourage settlement of civil cases and in the area of family law'. 
These paralegals have ,greater legal training than do the CETA personnel • 

The paralegal aide program has strong judge backing and h~s had good success, particu
larly in the use of the CETA funded personnel. 

'" 

-
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f PROGRAMS TO PJillUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits ' 

~~P~~·~_f:~~ __ ;a_l~e_rson_,nel __ ,_=: ___ =~I_N~_ER~_.m __ : ____ :~ 
TITLE: . 

Arraignments 

STATE: 
~ichigan 

COURT: 
Third Judicial Circuit 

~~~--------------------------~--------~------------------------------~ . POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

NUHBER OF JUDGES: 
26-39 

_~-__ . _____________________________________________ ~ ___________ "_-------------'-----------·------~i 
CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 

1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

.. .,." 

_ .lo,. 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 

Over 5,000 

'PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

Since 1971 the court has operated a program of criminal arraignments before a 
courtroom clerk rather than before a judge. Although, if there is a plea given 
before the clerk and some issue arises, a judg~ will consider the plea (or any 
bond issue which ma,y come up). In general, no' judge.' is required in the process'. 

Based on' a prosecutor prepare.d fonn describing the plea negotiation, the 
arraignment can be waived and the plea taken by the courtroom clerk. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TI1'1E 

Site Visits 

~------.------------~---------------------.----------------~.----------------------~-----.. ~ 
PROGRAN CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Use of Non-Judicial Personnel B.114 

~~------------------~--------~------------------------~----------------------------~ TITLE: 

Jur.y Management 
~--------~------~·------------------.-------------------------------------------------~-t STATE: 

Pennyslvania 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Ove r One Million 

COURT: 
Common. Pleas 
Allegheny County 

lfUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 
~.-------------,--------.----------~----~-----------+----------------------------------------~ CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

PROGRAH DEVELOPHENT: 

~--------------------------------,------------------------------------------------------.-. PROGR.AJ:.1 DESCRIPTION: 

I 

1. Non-judicial personnel are used for 
cases except for. capital offenses. 
questions. If necessary, the Chief 
are available to make rulings. 

selection of jurors (voir dire) for all trial 
The Minute Clerk asks the jurors qualification 
Hinute Clerk and the Calendar Control Clerk 

2. The Court Administrator can defer jurors before the day of their scheduled jury· 
duty. On the day of jury duty, only the judge can grant a deferment. 
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PROGRAH.S TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TDlE 

Site Visits . 

"J~-·-~-R-O-GRAM-----C-~-TE-G-'O-R-Y-:-------------.----------~---------'I--------------------------~ 

Use of Non-Judicial Personnel NUMBER, 
~~.~. ~ ______ • ________________ " ____________________ ~,~ ____ ~B~._1_1~5 ______ ~ __ __ 
TITLE~ ----

Review of Payment Petitions 

STATE~ 

Oregon 

POPULATION SERVED B¥ COURT: 

COURT: Cir.cuit 
Hultnomah County 

NmlBER OF JUDGES: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 16-25 

p.,.;,~, - -,-- -~--------. ----l~-------------,---------_I 
._,., CRIMINAL FILINGS J!'OR 191'J ~ , CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

\ 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 ~~ _____________ ~N=· ________________________________ =-~. ________________ ~ ____________________ • ______ ~~ 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

In order to relieve judges of the task of reviewing payment petitions from 
court 'appointed attorneys, the court has instituted a program of review by the 
court administrator's office. 

-----~------------------------------------------~~--------------------------------------.~ _PROGRAH DESCRIPT.I.ON: 

. 

, An accountant now evaluates the petitions from attorneys appointed in 
criminal cases. The· statements it.emize hours required and worked and request 
approval and payment. '" .. 

. The ,program not only reduces judge effort but also results in consistency 
among judges in determining payment. It has b~en in operation since 1973 . 
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( PROGRAMS ,TO REDUCl:. NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

S:I ;:,~ Visj.ts ' 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
US,e of Legany Train'ed 

per~onn~-~" -~-, -_ -r--I NUM]-:: E-R:--C.-101· -_.-

'TITLE: 
Court Commissioners 

I*·-·---,---------------·------------~'~--~.------------~~~~~-·~----------------------,----------~ STATE: COURT: 
Arizona 

Superior 
Mari,cop~ Count"T 

", 

P-~-----,------------------~---,-~~----------~------------------------------------------POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

NUMBER OF J'UDGES: 
26 - 39 

~ __ " _____ ----____ ------.-., __ ------------~i------~~--------------------------~-----------~ 
CRIMINitL FILINGS FOR 1977:' CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,QOO Over 5,000 

~--.... --------------------------~.--------~~------------~--,-----------------.. --~ 

r 

PROGRMi DEVELOPHENT: 

The court has a program of court commissioners w'ho are invo.1ved in both criminal and 
,Sivil p'toceedings. 

The program was initiated on legislative mandate through legislation similar to the 
office of Federal court conunissioner. . .. 

~----_________________ ~---------__ --h------------~----------------~--------------__ . ___ . __________ ~ 
. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION': 

The cOtl'Uuissioners who are attorneys with at least five years of experience are appointed 
by the presiding judge. ", 

, -

In criminal matters, the conunissioners conduct all initial appearances of the defendant~ 
including appointing counsel for indigent defendants, deciding on pretrial release, and 
conducting arraignments for both guilty and not-guilty pleas. 

In civil matters, the conunissioners hear defaults, conduct judgment debtor examinations, 
handle uncontested divDrce and probate prQceedings and mental health conunitments. 

The' cmirt administrator I s office does all the procedural work in support of the commission
ers' work, including calendaring for both the Phoenix criminal cases and the civil cases 
in three remote courts. 

The program worl<.s 've11 and has. resulted in the availability of more judge time for the 
conduct 'of tria1s.-

The commissioners are funded from the county budget and receive a salary up to 80% of a 
full-t.ime judge. 

More c,onunissioners are still required by the court. 

, 
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r PROGRAMS '):0 REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
. Use of Legally Trained Personnel C.102 

TITLE: 
Retired Judges Used as Special Magistrates 

r-------------------------~--------~----------------------------------------------------~' STATE: COURT: Superior 
Suffolk County Massachusetts 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: ' 

Over One Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

Under Massachusetts law,judges face mandatory retirement at age 70. There are many 
individual justices who have the capabi;Lity to assist the court even after r,etirement. 
The Chief Justice of the Court initiated a program to make the time of these individuals 
available to perform tasks which otherwise would need to be performed by a judge in 
criminal case processing. ... 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIO':~: . 
Under a court rul~ the justices of the court can appoint the retired judges (or others) 
to the position of Special Magistrate. The Special Magistrates can preside over criminal 
proceedings, including presiding at arraignments, setting bail, assigning counse.l, super
vising pretrial conferences, marldng up pretrial motions for hearing, making findings 
and reporting findings and other issues to the court, and performing other duties. 

The Special Magistrates are compensated by the State for their services on a per diem 
basis. The program will become operational on July 1, 1979. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visits 

~-------------------------------------------------------,---------------------------.,---
" PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

TITLE: 
Federal Hagistrates 

STATE: 
Missouri 

, POPULATION SERVED BY COTJRT: 
Over One Million 

COURT: United States 
District Court 

NUMBER: 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
4 

C.103 

.~----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------~ CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
100 :- 499 

CIVIL FILINGS !t'OR 1977: 
1,000'- 4,999 

F-------------~-------------.----------------~------------~----------------~------~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

The court utilizes'the services of Federal Magistrates in relieving the judge of both 
judicial and non-judicial activities. 

The system was established under Federal legislation. Within the different district 
courts a variety of civil and criminal matters have'been assigned to the Magi'strates in 
a program to save )udge time. \ 

PROGRAH DESCRIPTION~ 

The Magistrates, who are appointed by the judges of the District 'Court, ,deal with both 
civil and criminal matters. Under the local court pr.actice the consent of the parties is 
required for the use of the Magistrates. 

While the judges still hold pretriai conferences in civil cases, the Magistrates hold 
pretrial conferences in criminal cases, saving considerable judge time. 

The chief judge would like to expand the role of' the :t-K.agistrates by assigning them 
more misdemeanor cases for trial. 

__ ----________ ' ______________ 9_4 ________ ~.-_-__ -_--__ ~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
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PROGRAMS. TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TUm 

Site Visits 

PROGRAM CATEGO'~R-y-:----------------------------------T-Nmm---E-R~:------------~ 

Use of Non-Judicial Personnel C.107· I 
TITLE: 

Labor Negotiatio~s 
~------~~----~-------.----------~--------------------------------------------------4 STATE: COURT: 

Superior 
1fussachusetts Suffolk County 

~------------'---------------------~---------r---~------~--------------------------~ POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER 'OF JUDGES: 

Over One Hillion Over 40 
CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

.. ~------.------.-------------------------------.-..---------------,--~----------------~ 
PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

A non-judicial labor negotiator is employed by the court to deal with collective bar
gaining with court employees. The negotiator's position is authorized under a ne~17 
court reform legislative law. Formerly, the judges in committee dealt ~l7ith personnel 
union negotiations. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits 

PROG'RAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

C.109 
TITLE: 

Bailiffs I 
STATE: 
Arizona Maricopa County J:. COURT: Superior 

~--.------------------------POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Million 26 - 39 

-r----------------------------------------------r--------------------------------------~ 

. 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

For some time the court has had a prog~am utilizing law school graduates as bailiffs 
assigned to each judge. 

, -

PROGRAJ:.f DESCRIPTION~ 

The bailiffs assist the judges in a variety of tasks ranging from clerical work (keeping 
calendar cards) to legal research, thereby relieving the judges of such tasks. 

The bailiffs are judicial employees appointed by the individual judges. The bailiffs 
receive from $4.72 to $6.39 per hour. \ .. 

There is considerable turnover among the bailiffs, leading to an unstable organization. 

The bailiffs receive on-the-job training with minimum coordination through the court . 
administrator's office. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TillE 

Site Visits 

_ PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Use of Legally Trained P.ersonnel C.lll 

TITLE: 

Law' Students 

~-----------------------~-------~---------------------------~---------~-----------l STATE: 
Oregon 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
500,000 ~ 1,000,000 

COURT: Circuit 
~ultnomah County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
16 - 25 

-~----------------------------------------~--------------------------------~--__4 CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

In operation for at least 10 years, the program utilizes second and third year students 
from a night law school to assist judges by doing legal research and courtroom clerical 
work. 

The program originated with the judges because of their need for research assist'ance. 

PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

The students are pa.id from county funds a starting rate of $5.50,per hour. They are 
trained on the job. 

An instruction manual is now being prepared for training purposes. There is a yearly 
turnover of about 25% to 40% in. clerk personnel. The judges interview students a.pplying 
for the position. ~ 

The program has both helped the judges and reduced the requirement for personnel :in the 
clerks' office 
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PROGRAMS'TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

TITLE: 
Bailiffs 

STATE: 
Washington 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One,Million 

" CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
1,000 -' 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits 

NUMBER: 

COURT: Superior 
King Coun(y 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

C.1l2 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

For some ten years the court has had a program allowing judges to hire'a legally trained 
'bailiff to assist in research activities and in the operation of ·the master calendaring 

system. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: .,---,--_. ..,--- -~. ----

The bailiffs are graduate lawstudents from law schools across the nation. 

The court administrator administers the program on the request of the judges, although the 
judges individually interview, th~ a~plicants. '., . . , ".' 

Each bailiff is paid approximately $12,000 annually from county funds. Training is 
generally on-the-job with help from a Bailiff's Handbook and from experienced bailiffs. 
The system was initiated by the judges who are very satisfied with its operation. .' 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

. PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Legally ,Trained Personnel 

TITLE: 
I 

Bailiff /Law Clerks 

STATE: 
Missouri 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Million 

\ Site Visits 

NUMBER: 

C.114 

COURT: United States District Court 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
4 

'~--------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------4 CRININAL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

100-499 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
1,000-4,999 

The court utilizes bailiff/law clerks to support the judges. The bailiff/la1;v clerks 
are appointed by the individual judges for varying lengths of service and are paid 
between $14,000 to $20,000 from the court budget. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
.", ... - -- . - .-.~ ... 

The bailiff/1mv clerks assist--the judges in a wide variety of non-judicial activities 
from legal ,'research to contacting attorneys to acting as a m~ssenger for the judge. 

The clerks are usually (but not, necessarily) top graduates of local law schools. 

i . 
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I PROG~rs ,TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORX JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits ' 

---'-----------------------------------------------r~----------~----------~ 
PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

TITLE: 

Law Clerks 

STATE: 

Michigan 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Million 

COURT: 

NUMBER: 

Third'Judicia1 Circuit 

NillIBER OF JUDGES: 

26-39 

C.115 

- CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 

, 1,000-4,999 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over .5,000 

'" 

~ 

PRDGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

,PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

--

" 

The court has ~\ program designed, to assist judges in performing legal res'earch. 

The progrl3.m utilizes five' law clerks and a'court ap'pointed attorney as a court' juaic.ia1' 
assistant. In addition to the law clerkS' who assist the entire court, each individual 
judge ca~, hire a secretary an.d research clerk for his' or her legal needs.' 

" 
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I PROGRAMS TO REBUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visits 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

C.1l7 

TITLE: 
Law Students 

STATE: COURT: 
Michigan Third Judicial Circuit .~ _____________________ ~ _____ L ________ 'r-______________________________ ~ 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

'In order to relieve judges of the task of hearing cases that do not really need to be 
heard in the cou~t (i.e., those that should be transferred to a lower cour17, etc.), 
the court established a program in 1978 to use third-year lmv students to screen cases 
after filings. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
---~-. 

Using written criteria prepared by the court administrator and approved by the judge, 
students conduct an administrative review of each civil case. 

The students have made recommendations to the court for removal to the lower courts of 
over one half of the cases fiied. 

the 

The students work 20 hours pe~ week and are paid $4.95 per hour. The program is working 
well and has considerably relieved the judicial caseload. 
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PROGRMlS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel C.ll9 
TITLE: 

La~v Clerk Pool / 
~---------------------------------.--------------------------------------~-----------4 STATE: 

Connecticut 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Nillion 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:· 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: Superior \ 
State of Connecticut 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

In April 1978, the Judicial Department was aw·arded a feder9-1 grant of $390,000 by the 
Connecticut Justice Commission to establish a pool of law clerks to perform legal re
search for the state's 112 trial court judges. The pool is headed by an experienced 
attorney and employs eleven Imv clerks paid with grant funds, in addition to the four 
la~v clerks that are state funded . 

. ' . 

. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The law clerk pool operates in the following manner: At least one law clerk, on a 
rotating basis, is assigned to assist the judge assigned to short calendar in each 
judicial di~trict. Generally, the law clerks attend the short calendar session so 
that they can pick up files and be able to discuss the case with the judge. If the 
judge needs research assistance, the law clerk is 1l0n-sitell to assist him. For ·as
sistance with any other matter, a judge only has to call or write the staff director, 
~vho immediately assigns a 1mv clerk to work on the judge's pro.iect. In most cases, 
the law clerk drafts a memorandum summarizing his research, which is fonvarded to the 
judge. The law ~lerk can meet with the judge to discuss the research problem. In 
certain cases, the research results are conveyed to the judge orally or by phone. This 
is particularly important when time is of the essence; for example, when a judge is on 
trial.. La\v clerks are also available for llspecial assignment ll to a judge involved in 
a complex case. In these matters, the judge can use the assigned clerk as a personal 
law clerk for the duration of the trial. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE Tum 

Site Visits ' 

PROGRfu~ CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel C.120 

TITLE: 

La~v Clerks 

STATE: COURT: Common P le.1~, 
Pennsylvania Allegheny County 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Hillion Over 40 

-CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:, CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: . 

. 

. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Each of the court's 39 judges has his own law clerk for preparation of jury instructions 
and for conducting legal, research. It is up to the individual ,iudge how much work is 
placed upon his law clerk. 

The law clerk is usually a recent law Rchool graduate and is paid a $12,000 salary by .. 
the court. 
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I PROGRAHS ·TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Use of Legally Trained Personnel 

TITLE: 

Law Clerks 

STATE: 

Massachusetts 

. POPULATION SERVED BY COURT~ 

Over One Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits . 

COURT: 
Superior 
Suffolk Couty 

NillffiER: 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

C.122 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

Under an LEAA grant, law' clerks were provided to" the Massachusetts Superior Court 
.justices. The program wa.s initiated by. the chief justice of the court and the Gov
ernor and has been continued under state funding. 

-PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Each of the 18 law clerks is paid $15,000 and is appointed by the chief justice to 
serve for one year except for the chief clerk and his assistant who are selected from 
the 18 to serve in their assigned capacities for the following year. 

The clerks' duties involve legal research on the request of the various judges of the 
court. The clerks also assist in the preparation of jury instructions through the use 
of video tape. 
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PROGRA}tS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits . 

~----------------.----------~------------------------,,~------------------------~ 

I NlTMEER: PROG~ CATEGORY: 
Improved Caseflm" Ma'nagement 

TITLE: 
Instituting 'Continuance Coqtrols 

STATE: 
\~ashington 

I 

. POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

., CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:" 
1,000 - '4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: Superior 
,King C oun ty 

_ E.1.l0l 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

~· ______ ~ ________ ,~ ________________________________ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ _______ --.. ________________________ ~R 

i .PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONg 

The court has instituted a program of strict continuance controls. Under the direction 
of the court aqministrator, the program is based on the issuance ,and enforcement of con
tinuance guidelines and procedures.,'., Aimed at saving Judge time, which ,,,ould otherwise. 
be used in reviewing requests. for continuances and in court,room waiting time., the program 
centrali~~s '~ll continuance requests {:hrough the presiding judge. 

The program operates with the strong backing of 'the presiding judge and the cooperation 
'of the defense bar. 

I 
\ 
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----~---------------------------------------------------------------.--------
PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

---------------~---------.-------_r------.-.------.-~ 
PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Improved Caseflow Ni:magement E.l.I02 

TITLE: 

Instituting Continuance Controls 

STATE: I COURT: Common Pleas 
Pennsylvania Allegheny County 

--------------------~----.----~-------------------------------------; POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over One Mill~on Over 40 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Computer generated reports, referencing cases by index numbers, are used by the judge 
to see how many times a case has been continued and who has been the cause for the con
tinuances. 

For the court's 180 day Speedy Trial Program, a list is printed two months in advance 
of the end of the 180 day period for cases not resolved. The judge uses this list to 
~estrict further continuances. 

Presently the program utilizes computer printed reports.' Shortly the system will be 
upgraded to terminals ~vith display screens located in each courtroom. 
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I PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits ' 

~~OGRAM--C-A-T-E-G-OR-~-:--------------------~--------·-----rl~mrnm---' E-R-:------~--·--------~ 

Improved Caseflo~v Management _ E .1.103 

TITLB: 

Instituting Continuance Controls 

STATE: 
Michigan 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977~' 
1,000 -.4,999 

COURT: 
Third Judicial Circuit 

NillIBER O:b~ JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

r----------...... - ... -----------..&----------------------.. ~I 
PROGrul~ DEVELOPMENT: 

.PROGPJU{ DESCRIPTION: 

In order to exercise strict continuance controls over case movement, the court has 
implemented a . p.r0 gr.am .which all(1~vs the c.ourt administrator i s office to make tri,U date 
changes 30 days prior to the schedul-ed trial dat·e. Within the 30-day period, only the 
chief judge can change a scheduled date. . .. 

' .. 
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IMPROVED CASEFLOH MANAGEMENT 

,,,! •. PROGRAMS TO MAINTAIN ATTORNEYS AND PARTIES "ON-CALL" 

! 
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PROGR..<\,HS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

r.-------------.-----------------r----.---~-~----~ 

I NUMBER: PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 

Maintaining Attorneys and Parties On Call 

STATE: COURT: 

Alabama 

. E.2.l0l 

10th Judicial Circuit 
Criminal Division 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

500,000-1,000,000 5-9 --. *",.0.::,,------------'1----------------------1 
•• CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR i977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

1,000-4,999 
----------------------------------~--------------~-------------------~ PROGRAM DEVii;LOPMENT: 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Civil cases are scheduled three months in advance of the trial date while criminal cases 
are scheduled four to six weeks in adv'mce of the trial date. 

Computerized notices of the trial dates are sent to the trial attorneys. On the day 
scheduled for the trial, the attorneys and their parties must be ready to appear ~l7ithin 
20 minutes after being called on the telephone by the docket control clerk. 

llO 
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I PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visit::; 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Improved Caseflow Hanagement E.2.l04 

TITLE: 

Maintaining Attorneys and Parties On Call 

STATE: 

Hassachusetts 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: . 

Over One Hillion 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5.,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

COURT: Superior 
Suffolk County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

Attorneys in civil matters can, at the discretion of the assignment judge, be placed on 
a two hour call. 

The procedure involves an assurance by the attorney that, ~vithin ~70 hours of receJ.vJ.ng 
notification from the court, he will appear in the courtroom with his witnesses and be 
ready for trial. 

The program has only been moderately successful because without central court control df 
case scheduling; the attorney may be called before another judge while a'vaiting a call 
from the first court and, therefore, not be available for trial upon two hours notice. 

ill 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TillE 

Site Visits . 

~----------------------------~--------------------------~~--------------------------~ 
PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
'II)lproved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 
Maintaining Attorneys and Parties on Call 

I 

NmlliER: 
E.2.106 

STATE: COURT: Circuit 
Missouri 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

500~000 - 1,000,000 

.,_ CRHtIlML FILINGS FOR 1977: ' 

1,000 - 4,999 

City of St. Louis 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

31 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977g 

Over 5,000 
,~----------~------------------.-------------~-----------------------,----------------...~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

• 

j 

.. 

The court maintains a program which keeps attorneys,involved in crimirial cases,' on call 
for trial. 

The prog'ram originated with a judge desiring to reduce judge waiting tim.e and ha's been 
in operation since 1977. .... 

PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

A calendar control clerk notifies attorneys 
day of trial, ,the c.lerk gives the attorneys 
of the trial. The attorneys appear for the 
failure to,'do so . 

'. 

in advance of the date of trial. On the 
a telephone call 60 minutes before the start 
triSil under the penalty of contempt for 
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PROG~~S TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits ' 

~--------------,------.--------------------------~----~------------~------------~ 
PROGRAM CATEGORY~ NUMBER: 

. 11l1proved Casef10w Ma'nagement E.2.107 

TITLE~ 

Maintaining Attorneys and Parties on Call _____ , ______ ._. ____________ . __ ..-.. ________ .~~--------.--------------------------------------~__4 
STATE~ 

O,regon 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 

COURT~ Oircuit 
Mu1tnomah County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
i6 - 25 

.. CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1971 l' 
1,000 - 4,999 

CIVJ.L FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
Over 5,000 

.. 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT~ 

-----

·PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONg 

For some time the court has been using a program which keeps attorneys iIi civil, criminal, 
and domestic' r~lationl? cases on te1,eph0Ii:e alert on the' scheduled-day of trial. 

The j~dg~s __ who initiated the program wanted to eliminate th~ waiting time between trials 
and keep the cases moving through the court:. ~ 

The ~ttorneys are re1ease~ from alert status at -4 P.M. if the~r case has not been reached . 
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IMPROVED CASEFLm..J MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAMS REDUCING REQUIRED COURT APPEARANCES 
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I If.>ROGRAHS .TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits ' 

Improved 'Caseflow Hana.gement I NUMBER: 

_ E.3.l0l I PROGRAl-! CATEGORY: 

TITLE: .. 
Reducing Required Court Appearances 

~S~T~A-'~'E-~-"----------~-------------'----------------------------------------------"~ 
.tu " COURT~ United States 

New York 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 

Over One Million 

" CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977~' 

1,000 -·4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Second Circuit 

'0 

NmIBER OF JUDGES: 
40 or More 

CIVXL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

The court has established a program to reduce the number of court appearances required 
Quring the pretrial period. 

The program was initiated by the chief judge in an attempt ·to reduce the· paper motion 
practice and the amount of requ~red pap!=r filings. .-

----~-

-PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

The principal means the. program util,izes to reduce court appearances has involved the 
'use of telephone cqnferences between judges and attorneys to eliminate problems' ami to 
indicate the approval of unopposed motions and non-essential procedural steps: 

The progrqtp. cli<;l not r,eceive much judge interest until the requirements of the speedy 
trial law made use of the pretrial process' more, important than previously. 

Attorneys 'se'em very pleased with the program, particularly in the civil practice where 
delay ls.costly ,to the parties. 

ll5 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TUIE 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: I NUMllER: 

_ E.3.103 Impreved Caseflmv Management 

TITLE: 
: 

Reducing Required ,Ceurt Appearances , 

STATE: COURT: Supericr 
Connecticut ' State of Connecticut 

. POPULATION SERVED BY,COURT: NUHBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Millien Over 40 

'~--------------------------------~-------------r------------------------------------------~ CRIl'lINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: . 
Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

Legislation, enacted in 1978, defines when appearance ef counsel is net requireQ at 
short c1:l-lendar. 

_PROGRM1 DESCRIPTION: 
Section l62H follows: 

'. " 
M .' 

"Unless the co.urt is informed on or .prior to. ·the time of short calendar that the: parties 
agree that the matter should be marked off, the court, .except as hereinafter provided, 
",ill decide the following short calend(3.r matters" without oral argument and the appearance 
of counsel at the short 'calendar: (1) objectiens to. requests to. revise; . (2) disciplinary 
motiens for nensuit and disciplinary motions fer defaults when an immediate judgment fol
lowing the default is not ,seught; (3) motiens fer default for failure to appear when an 
immediate judgment thereafter is not sought; (4) motions relating to parties as enumerated 
in Chapter 4.and.motiens to implead a third party defendant filed pursuant to Sec. 78A; 
(5) metiens to dismiss, except those filed pursuant to Sec. 191A and except when the takin~ 
ef evidence is required; (6) motiens to strike, as enumerated in Chapter 6; (7) objectiens 
regarding amendments filed pursuant to. Sec. 132; (8) objectiens to requests fer discevery; 

• (9) metiens relating to. discevery; (10) metiens for sumniary judgment; (11) metions to. tram i-
~fer; (12) motions 'fer judgment en stipulation; (13) motiens for withdrawal ef appearance; 

and (14) metiens for payment ef deposit. If the parties agree, they may appear. to. ~rgue 
any ef the foregeing matters at shert calendar. 

':If the court en its own motion deddes that it would be preferable to have' oral argument 
or hear testimeny before rendering a decision on the matter, it may continue the matter ane 
the ~lerk shall inform th~ p~rties that eral arg~ment er testimeny will be requir~d. 

-"Oral argument of any of the feregeing matters er the presentation of testimeny thereen 
shall also be allowed at shert calendar if, en or befere three days befere the hearing datE 
of sai'd metion, a party to. the action files with the court, after service upen each ot.her 

'party pursuant to., Sec. ,80 and with prcef of service endorsed thereen, a 'tvritten nctice 
stating that party's intention to. appear at short calendar to. argue the metien er to pre-

• sent testimony. The netice shall also. state the date ef the mction, the name' ef the party 
L~~:~~. filed it?_ ~~d if kncwn, the date en which the meticn has been 'set dcwn fcr hearing. " 
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PROGRANS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Improved Casef10w Management 

TITLE: 
Reducing Required Court Appearances 

STATE: 
M;i.ssouri 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

Site Visits . 

COURT: United States 
District Court 

NUMBER: 

E.3.104 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
4 

. CRIHINAJ ... FILINGS FOR 1917: . 
100 - 499 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977; 
1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

The court instituted a program under court rule in 1975 to eliminate oral argument in the 
case of unopposed o~ opposed motions and petitions. 

.PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

r 

The judge still reviews the briefs supporting the motion or petitions; however, no bench 
or court appea~ance t:j..me is required. If the judge requires additional information 
from the attorneys; the clerk conta·c·ts the parties and secures the. requested data. 

The program has saved considerable judge time •. 
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I PROGR8}lS ·TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY ~TUDGE TIME 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
I~proved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 
Reducing Required Court Appearances 

STATE~ 

O!,egon 

• POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
500,000 - 1,oob,000 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 
1,000 -.4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

"PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Site Visits . 

NUMBER: 

E.3.l05 

COURT:. . 
Cl.rCUJ.t 

Multnomah County 

." 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
16 -. 25 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
Over 5,000 

The court has implemented a program to reduce court appearances in civil cases by re
quiring that all motions be placed in writing" Previously, oral motions were received 
by the court, thus requiring consid'e.rab1e. judge ~.time. Under the mandatory written 
motion pro~ram, the court can better utilize judge time in motion review and. rulings. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits ' 

PROG~ CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Improved Casef1moJ' Ma~agement E.3.107 

~~~~------------------------~------------------------~--'----------------------~------4 TITLE: 

Pretrial Release ~rocedures, 
I 

STATE: 
Mj,ssouri 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 
1,000 - 4',999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: Cir cui t 
City of St. Louis 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
31 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

I 

In order to reduce the amount of time that judges must be involved in the release of 
defendants prior to trial, the court has established the Office of Pretrial Commissioner. 

" The office was created by court rule under the authority of the Missouri ,Sqpreme Court 
and requirc;:s, $200; 000 annually of City funds for op~ration. 

~----~------------------.------------------------~~--~-----------------------------------~ -PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
\ ' , 

Oper~ting under the control of the Court Administrator, the office determines what form 
of release, (baiL, pers,ona1, bond, etc.) is appropriate in the case of each person detained 
under arrest, by the' City Police and' Sheriff. :.. ,_ 

The program relieves the defendants ot'mu1tip1e court appearances, requiring them to 
check in wi'th the office of pretria1 release instead of with the court. 

Prior to implementation, which required about 60 days, the judg8s met 1oJ'itb the bondsmen, 
po1:i,.ce,-, a:nd .E!her:i,ffs to inform them of the procedure. The program has been successful 
in speeding the release of pretrial detainees and in relieving the judges of the process 
of making pretrial release decisions. 
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IMPROVED CASEFLOW MANAGEMENT 

IMPROVED PERSONNEL TP~INING 
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I PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATOR); JUDGE 'rINE 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Improved Careflmv Management E.4.l02 1-------,', -----------------.;.:..-.-----~---------------_l TITLE: 

Improved Personnel Training 

STATE: 

Pennsylvania 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

COURT: Common Pleas 
Philadelphia County 

NU}IBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 
~~------------------------------. ------~--------------~-----------~------~ . CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 Over·5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

.. 
. . . 

,·PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The Board'of Judges in 1976 initiated the Philadelphia Judicial Institute; a voluntary 
program of continuing judicial education on current legal pro~lems. .. 

.. ... ... .0,; .... 

At the administrative level, the court entered into a unique contract. under whose terms 
the Institute for Court Management agreed to send a faculty to Philadelphia for three 
separate 'one-week tr'aining seminar'S for court emptoyees who would' .otherwise have ·been '. 
required to travel to Denver to attend the sessions. . . .. r' • : ...... ,.: 

.. .. , . 
Educational ass~sta~ce to the public is a~so a part of court activity. The. Family Court 
Division has a remedial reading program through its Spec;i.al Services Offic'e, ·witp tutors, 
recruited from area colleges, trained by staff members to work with juveniles who have 
had contact with the courts. Additonally, reading clinics are conducted by volunteers. 

• . enlisted by the Court for the Start Toward Elimination of Past Setbacks (STEPS) program. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-AUJUDICATOR)~' JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits . 

~~ _____________________________ ,, _______________ ~N~~~_ER_:_E~i'~4~'~10~4~'_-_______ ~ PROGRAM CATEGORY: . 
Improved Caseflow Hanagement 

TITLE: 
Improved' Pe'rsonn<;ll Training 

~------------------------.------.--.-----------------------------------~----------~ STATE: 

. 

Pennsylvania 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 
Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: Common Pleas 
Allegheny County 

N"'ill-1BER OF JUDGES: 
Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over, 5,00.0 

~----------------------------------~--------------------------------~. 

'. 

~ROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

All judges participate in:State sponsored training programs. In addition, judges are 
sent to the National College of'the State Judiciary for courses in judicial administra-, 
tion', 

The court offers training programs 'for administrative but not cJ,ericalpers'onnel. 

" 

" 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIHE 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
It;tproved Caseflow Ha'nagement 
~~~ ____ , ______ --________ --------__ --------~----~R~,~41~O)~,6.----______ ~ 

TITLE: 
Improved Per~onnel Training 

~-----------------------------.-, --~----------------------------------------------------~ 
Connecticut 
STATE: COURT: Superior 

State of Connecticut 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Hillion Over 40 

~----------~------------------------------_4--------------~------,------------------. CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: . CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5)000 Over 5,000 

-r ~ROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

In 1973 the judicial education office was created to develop programs and materials that 
respond' directly to the expressed needs of the court system. For the biennium 1976-1978, 
educa~ion and training efforts have focused on court unification, which occurred on July 1 
1978. These efforts were in addition to the regular continuing education program which 
has been expanding rapidly in each year of its operation. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

" -

I 
Judicial education has consisted of orientation' programs, seminars, conferences, workshops, 
and the'provision of reference materials. Specific program topics have included family 
la,'7, recent cases and' trends of ,the United States Supreme Court, the revised civil rules 
of ,practic~, mental health law, and 'caseflow ma~agement.' " " " 

Seminars for court c1erk~ have bee~ held on diverse administrative matters in order to 
ensure the continued efficiency of court operations. Programs, have dealt with small 
claims procedures, summary process, ,infractions, collective bargaining, caseflow.manage-
ment, ~nd recently enacted statutes and rules. ' 

Many programs have been held for family relations officers and juvenile probation 
officers. In addition to meetings to discuss administrative issues, these groups have 
designed programs on learning 4isabi1~ties, child abuse and neglect, counseling services, 
and custod,y mediation. • 

Continuing education programs for state's attorneys and other members of the Criminal 
Justice Division have been supported by the Judicial Department. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

PROqRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

.. Improved Caseflow Managelnent E.4.l07 

TITLE: 

Improved Personnel Training - Judge Training Manuals 

STATE: 

Arizona 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Million 

'. CRlllINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

COURT: S . uperlor· 
Maricopa County 

N1J1:.1BER OF JUDGES: 

26 to 39 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

The Court is helping judges under a program to develop a series of manuals for their 
use (Civil Procedural Manual, Criminal .Procedural Nanual, and Criminal Code Manual). 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Using LEAA funds, the criminal manuals and bench book are being prepared to include 
descriptions of the court's administrative activities. It is expected that pre
assignment training of new judges will assist them in handling their administrative 
duties. 
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IHPROVED CASEFLOH MANAGEl>1ENT 

PROGRAHS INVOLVING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 
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I PROGRAMS ,TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM. CATEGORY: 

I Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 
Internal Organizational Changes 

STATE: 
New York 

POPULATION SERVED B¥,COURT: 
Over One Million 

Site Visits ' 

COURT: United States 
Second Circuit 

NUHBER: 

NID1BER OF JUDGES: 
40 or More 

E.5.l0l 

~-.-.-------------------------------------------r-------------------'.----------'~----------4 - CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: ' CIVJ.L FILINGS FOR 1977g 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

! The court has instituted a p'rogram to make the process of case movement as et'ficient as 
possible by encouraging direct interaction between lit'lgating attorneys and clerk's, 
(, ff ic e' per s onn el. '" 

The program was developed ,by the court executive and took ap'proximately 'six months to 
implement. _ 

,. -

FROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

In 'operation~the~personn~l in the, clerk's office have been divided into support, teams 
for a designated g170up of five or six judges.": . .. ..:.. ... 

" 

The teams go,:into ac'tion following the 'filing of a notice, cif appeal and maintain'tele-
phone contact 'with the attorneys in accomplishing such activities'as .. '. 
: (a) setting dates for procedural steps 

(b), ,notifying all 'partieipants of qppeal 
'(c) alerting participants prior to scheduled 'activity date 
(~)', i~dividually shepherding cases through the process. 

", 

The program grew out of the needs of the speedy trial provisions which made the judge and 
clerk more conscious of the elapsed time of appe'als or processing prior to trial. The 
operation 11as elevated·the quality of work in the clerk's of:t:ice, has given the personnel 
'iucreased responsibility and job satisfaction, and has relieved,the judges of ~any calls 
and conferences with attorneys who now call the clerk's office team members directly. 

The judges alsQ regard the system as an additional means of continuance control, since 
s~heduling difficulties are resolved between the clerk and the attorneys before judge 
involvement. 
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PROGRAHs TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 

Internal Organizational Ch~nges 
f 

STATE: 

Florida 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

100,000 - 499,000 

CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

1,000 -~ 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 
I 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Site Visits 

COURT: 

NUMBER: 

12th Judicial Circuit 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
10 - 15 

E.5.l02 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

Within the Court Administrator's Office a Jury Hanagement Office has been established. 

Previously, each court within the circuit was responsible for c.allin g and maintaining 
its own jury pool. Now the Jury Management Office maintains one jury pool for the 
circuit's three courts and calls the jurors as they are needed. A CETA employee is 
used for calling the jurors. 

Jury pool costs have been cut considerably with this consolidation. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits ' 

PROGRAH CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
I1)1proved Caseflow Management E.5.l06 

TITLE: 
Internal Org'anizational Changes ~ __________ ~ ______________________ ~ ____________________________________________________ J 

STATE: 
M:tchigan 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 
Over One Million 

..,. at=:1 

.... CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
1,000 - q3999 

~ROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; 

COURT: 
Third Judicial Circuit 

NU}IBER OF JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

CIVIl. }:'ILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

In order tp'reduce the amount of internal court administrative task time spent by the 
~udges? .. the court has formed an ,executive commi.ttee of" nine judges . 

. ~.----

,PROGRAH DESCRTPTION~ 

'I;he-"committee is charged with' the responsibility for administrative, ,tasks formerly 
,handled by, the 'entire' cour't ,en' banc,. '; 

• • ~. ---'. :.. .1 ,.:. ',0 • 

... 
The 'c:ourt adniinistra'tor's offi,ce provides the staff supporf for, the judge eX'ecutive 
cOinnlittee',.._thereby relieving one of the justices from playing that role for the other 

<t\ 
judges of the court. 
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IMPROVED CASEFLOW MANAGE}ffiNT 

PROGMHS FOR IMPROVED INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
Impr'oved Caseflmv Hanagement 

TITLE: 

Site Visits 

NUMBER: 

r.:.6.l03 

Improved Information Systems - Dormant Cases Program 
i 

STATE: 

Connecticut 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Hillion 

CRIHINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: , 

. COURT: Superior 
State of Connecticut 

Nill1BER OF JUDGES: 
Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

The annual dormant cases program, originally initiated in the court year 1967-1968, was 
the principal management program to rempve inactive civil cases from the pending docket. 
It consisted of a thorough review of cases on the trial lists and ·nontrial lists over a 
specific age and a concerted effort to dispose of these cases. \ 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Each year the Chief Court Administrator has notified the trial judges of both courts of 
the procedures and goals of the-dormant case program. A pertinent rule adopted to facili
tate the disposition of dormant cases reads in part: 

"If a party shall fail to prosecute an action with reasonable diligence, the 
court may, after hearing ... render a judgment dismissing the action .. . " 

A procedure to review and dismiss non trial list cases was adopted statewide during the 
last year of this biennium. This procedure now uses the computer to review all non trial 
list cases and automatically dismisses all cases that do-not comply with the order of the 
court, unless exempted by the court tor good cause. This automated approach enabl~s 
judges and other court personnel to process other matters instead of·reviewing cases 
manually. Analysis confirms that the automated program is as successful as the manual 

. method, resulting in the final disposition of 8,328 dormant non trial cases, or 76%. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
Improved Caseflow Management E.6.l04 

TITLE: 
Improved Information Systems - Jury Administration 

STATE: COURT: 
Superior 
State of Connecticut Connecticut 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Million Over 40 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 
Over 5,000 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOP~1ENT: 
Commencing in October 1976, names selected by the 169 town jury committees as prospective 
jurors were entered into a computerized data base. Since that time, this system, under 
central court control, has qualified and selected jurors to serve at jury trial locations 
throughout the state. 

,,,.--------------------------------1 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The Jury Administrator is responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance 
of a computerized system for qualifying, summoning, selecting, managing, and utilizing 
jurors in the state courts. He also has authority to implement procedures to improve 
jury administration in order to reduce costs of selection and management of jurors and 
to use jurors more effectively. . 

As a major component of the system, the remote computer terminal allows instant access 
and update of the juror data base. As each succeeding phase of this system comes into 
being, the overall management of the. system, from selection to service, becomes increas
ingly effective . 

. Valuable by-products of the computer system include statistics that provide the cvurt witt 
complete information on the availability of prospective jurors from each towri within the 
court's jurisdiction. The attendance. procedures record the excuse rate of jurors sum-

o moned and the various reasons for excuse. These tools are instrumental in determining 
the number of jurors to summon on a given court date. A computerized postponement pro
cedure automatically reallocates any juror whose term was postponed for various reasons •. 
This helps prevent depletion of the prospective juror list. 

The computerized system relieves the courts from former time-consuming manual tasks iri 
the qualification and selection of jurors. The overall management of these jurors is 
being enhanced by the attendance and payroll phases w'hile analysis of the statistical 
data promotes improved t,'ehniques in juror utilization. 
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I PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits ' 

I PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
I)llproved Caseflow Hanagement 

NillillER: 
E.6.l08 

TITLE: 
Improved Information Systems 

~----------------------~--------~-----------------------------------------------------

-
,; 

-

STATE: 
Kansas 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
100,000 - 499,999 

CRHiINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: ' 

500 - 999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

CQURT: 
29th Judicial District 

NUMBER OF JUDGES~ 
10 - 15 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

The court has instituted a program to publish the schedu1e,for court hearings on motions 
- . 

county legal newspaper. Under this system, computer listings of the schedules are printed 
each week. ., 

• PROGR.AM DESCRIPTION: 

The program eliminates the need for .judges to prepare mailings to 1l.n-town" attorneys. The 
judges formerly dictated c'orresp.ond.eTlce .to their secretaries/court reporters. '; 

The ·p.rogram requires the joint cooperation of the judges (who have individual calendars), 
the court.administrator~ and .the county data processing center. It results in 'centra1ized 
support to caseflo\V of the indi'Vid;a1 calendars .maintained by each judge without an addi
tional burden on the court administrator. 

The pr'ogram ·requ·ires $6,000 each year for newspaper costs and has not required any addi
tional·personne:l. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAH CATEGORY: NlrclBER: 
Improved Caseflow :Management E.6.110 

TITLE: 
Improved, Information Syste~s 

; 
~-------------------~-------------.----------------------------------------------------1 , STATE: 

Missouri 

POPULATION SERVED B~. COURT: 
Over One Million 
~ ___ I _ ... _ 
. CRIMINAL FILINGS JWR 1.977: . 

100 - 499 

COURT~ St. Louis 
District Court 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
4 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977; 
1,000 - 4,999 

i 

F-----------------~------------------------.------~----------------------------------------~ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

In 1973 the court received a grant from LEAA ($20K) t~develop an automated system to 
computerize the existing manual record~keeping system in the clerk's office. Under the 
direction of the court clerk the system, using CRT remote terminals connected to the 
city computer, was instqlled over a two-year period. 

City funds' were utilized to implement the system after the in=!:tial LEAA gran~----:. .. 

. PROGR.A}1 DESCRTI'TION: 

No judges were involved in either the design or implementation, but judges have benefitted 
from the systel,! by:: •. 

a. ·.being kept informed about the status of cases assigned to them under an 
, ,'i~dividual calendar 

b. eliminating individual ju~ge recordkeeping of case schedules 
c. providing judges, '\l7ith comparitive statistical data concerning court operations. 

The. syst~m h~s also benefitted the clerk, who has been able to reduce her staff record
keeping by one third. The. system provides a hard copy listing of cases scheduled for ' 
trial or hear~ng two weeks prior to the date set.' The clerk then telephones the attorneys 
to confirm the trial or hearing date. ~-
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PROGRA}IS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

PROGRAH CATEGORY: 
Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 
Improved Information Systems 

I 

STATEg 
New York 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 
Over One Hilli~n 

\ 

Site Visits ' 

NUHBER: 

E.6.1l2 

. COURT: United States 
Second Circuit 

-
NUNBER OF JUDGES: 

40 or Hare 

, 
\ 

~----------------------,----------------------~----------------------------------------~ • CRIM.INAL FILINGS FOR 1977 ~ , CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977g 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 
P------ = 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: ,. 

The court ha's developed a procedure for reducing the amount, of time judges _must .spend 
in reviewing motions filed in both civil and criminal c"ases. 

The program originated in 1973 after judges complained of the difficulties in revie,ying 
motions. The court executive drafted rules changes requiring·the "notice: o-f motion form." 
The program .has operated effectively since that time. 

. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION~ 

The elements of the program include: 

a. Limits'on number of pages which may be ,submitted as a motiOn 
: ,,'t? Reauirement' 'for a one-:page summary, cover sheet· £or "all motions . 

.. , (The.cover sheet includes a summary of such information as type of 
case, status of appeal; legal theory, etc.) 

The program has been a procedural improvement in information flow, ,yhic1:J, has markedly' 
reduced judge preparation time. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

j PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
IIpproved CaseflOtv Hanagemcmt 

TITLE: 
Improved Information Syste~s 

I 

STATE: 
O!,egon 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:-
1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits -

NUMBER: 

COURT: Circuit 
Multnomah County 

NUNBER OF JUDGES: 
'16 - 25 

E.6.1l3 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
Over 5,000 

In an attempt to relieve judges of the task of tracking re$titution and other defendant 
payments, its court has utilized an accounting system bperated by the county data 
processing facility . 

.. ' " 

.. . ~ :..----- . 

. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The information system which has been operational [or 4 or 5 years supplies judges \07ith 
current data concer:ning payments" thus allowing the court to not:Lfy attorneys .when pay-
ments are not made as scheduled." - -, , . 

Developed .bythe court administrator and the county data processing department, the .. 
accounting system provides the 'court administrator and the court with needed payment data 
~o maintain control over the process. In addition, the judges no longer must spend time 
in reviewing accounting records, hearing -attorneys, and making determinations of current 
payment status. 
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IMPROVED CASEFLOW MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAMS OF IMPROVED PROCEDURES 
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I PROGRAMS. TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 
Improved Procedures 

STATE: 
New York 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

Site Visits 

COURT: United States 
Second Circuit 

NUHBER: 

E.7.l0l 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
40 or More 

?-.~~---------------------------------------r----------------------------------------CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
1,000 -.4,99'9 Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPHENT: 

The court has established a progratn to relieve judges of the task of determining payment 
. to counsel, assigned in criminal cases; for handling cases assigm~d to them. Formerly 

the judge reviewed the documentation long after oral argument of the counsel and made a 
determination of payment. The -process required considerable \vork by the judge in re
familiarizing himself as to the details of the case sometime (months) after the hearing. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Under the new program the judge.makes the payment determination immediately follmving the 
oral hea.ring based on an expense form which is precalculated by the attorney and the 
clerk prior to oral argument by eithe~ approving or modifying the expense request. 

The pro'gram was initiated by the court executive and has been warmly received by both 
judges and attorneys who receive payment sooner than previously. 
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PROGRAI-i's TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE ',tll1E 

Site Visits 

I 
NUMBER: .]~ 

~~I~m~p~r=o_v_e_d __ c_a_s_e_f_l_o_w __ M_a_n_a_g_e_m_e_n_t ____________________ . __________ -L _______ ~E~.~~.~~_2 ________________ ~ 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

TITLE: 
Improved Procedures 

i 

STATE: 
New York 

COURT: United States 
Second Circuit 

. r------------------------------------~~--------_+------------------------------------------~ . POPULATION SERVED Br,COURT: 
Over One Million 

• CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 19n:' 

1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPl>1ENT: 
" 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
'40 or more 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

In order to'reduce the time to trial and in an attempt to settle appeals cases" the 
court in April 1974 instituted a program called Civil ~ppeals Management Plan (CAMP). 
The program utilizes a law professor to meet with the attorneys and encourage settlement 
prior to the submission of briefs on appeal. 

The progra·tn ,was developed with t,he support 
funding in the_sum of $50,00~ and has been 
of pos,sible settlement between the parties 

• adopted by some 16 j urisdic tions. 

·PROGRAH DESCRIPTION~ 

of the Federal Judicial Center, which gave 
notably successful.-in developing an attitude 
ev~n in appeal cases. The program has been 

The program operates with two attorneys as staff counsel to the court. Part of its 
success has res~lted from an upgrad:!-ng of the clerk's office in its relationship"with 
litigating attorneys and with the court. Settlement, 9nce thought, rare in appeal, cases, 
is now fr,~quently reached. As a result, the overall productivity of the court has been 
increased and the use of better techni'ques in court management has, been demonstrated. 

1 
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PRO,GRAMS TO REDUCE NON:"ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME' 

Site Visits ' 

I 
~ 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
I~proved Caseflow Management E.7.l03 

f 
TITLE: 
Improved Procedures 

STATE: COURT: 
M.ichigan Third Judicial Circuit 

. POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Million 26 - 39 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977 ~ . CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
! 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 
.... 

P'ROGRAH DEVELOPHENT: 

", 
" 

, .. 
" . . 

" 
" ; 

, , \ 
. . 

· , ' .. 
" 

'PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
\ , : 

, 

The c.ourt has eliminated the former practice'of holding pretrial conferences between the 
parties and the trial, judge on the scheduled day for trial. This changed procedure has 
enabled the judge to devote more of his time to:trial ac tivities. 

, . , 

.. 
" .. .. 

.... 

. 
" , ' 

· . . ' , 
: 

• 

: 
" 

: 

· 

-
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I PROGRANS. TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
Improved Casef10w Management 

TITLE: 
Pretrial Release Procedures 

STATE: 
Oregon 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

500,000 - 1,000,000 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

1,000 - 4,599 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits 

" 

NUMBER: 

COURT: C. . 
lrCU].t 

Mu1tnomah County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

16 to 25 
---------------4-

E.7.104 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

• 

1 

The Court Administrator in 1973 established a program whereby recognizance officers 
. would be located near the j ail in the c·ourthouse building to determine the pretrial 
release status of the inmates. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The officers (3 full-time and''S part-time) in determining the pretrial release status of 
each arrestee, make appropriate investigations prior to granting release on recognizance. 

Previously, the judges heard each request for pretrial release, which required consider
able time. 

" The recognizance officers, who are paid approximately $13,000 to $14,000, may allow 
recognizance to an employer or even an organization for all misdemeanor cases. 
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IMPROVED CASEFLOT,] MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAMS FOR ADDITIONAL ADHINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 

.' 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATOR-;l JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits ' 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Improved Caseflow Management E.8.l0l 

~---------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------~ TITLE: 

Adqitional Administrative Support 

STATE: 

Florida 

I 
POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

_ 100,000:-499,00,0 

.... , CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 

1,000-4,999 

PROGRAH DEVELOPMENT: 

COURT: 

12th Judicial Circuit 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

10-15 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over·5,OQO 

The Court Administrator's position was, created two years ago and since then, administra
tive functions previously performed by the Chief' Judge gradually have been transferred 
to the Court Administrator. 

·PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The functions transferred include scheduling of cases, judges and courtrooms as well as 
developing and managing th~ court "s budget. The result of~he new position. has been im-

. proved trial efficiency". . . .' 

...... c. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 

Improvement Casef10w Management 

TITLE: 

Additional Clerical Support 

STATE: 

Hassachusetts 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

Over One Ni11ion 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:. 

Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits 

COURT: 

NUMBER: 

Superior 
Suffolk County 

E.S.102 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over 5,000 

The court initially received a grant from lEAA to provide additional secretarial posi
tions in support of judges. 

PROGRA1.'1 DESCRIPTION: 

Judges often had to write their own official documents in long-hand, type the material 
themselves or borrow' secretarial support from the county clerk's office i.n order to per
form the work. 

After the LEAA grant expired, the co~nty and now the state has continued to support 
these secretarial positions thus relieving the judge from burdensome clerical effort. 
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I PROGRAMS .TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAH CATEGORY: NUMBER: .. 
Improved Caseflow Management E.8.l03 
TITLR: 
Addit~onal Administrative Support 

STATE: 
Missouri 

COURT: Circuit 
Ci.ty of St. Louis 

~---------------------------------~----------r-----~----------------------------------1 POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

500,000 - 1,000,000 

~ CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 

1,000 - '4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 
'j, 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
31 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

In' 1968 a court administrator's office was established",and ·later enlarged in 1975 to 
'serve tlie entire court. 

The program was initiated by the Chief Judge (a former trial lawyer) based on. his prior 
experiences with court operations. 

-PROGRAH DESCRIPTION~ 

, One~of the major activities of the' court administrator is to staff the pretrial release 
activity of the court. In operating that facility, the court administrator reli,eves 
'the judges of ·c.onsiderable pretrial release deci.sion-making in the .. areas of bail, perso~al 
r~co~n~za~se,etc. 

The court administrator also se~ves~the judges fls a funnel of information and provides 
~ecretaria1 services to the court. 
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PROGRANS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: 
Improved Caseflow Hariagement 

TITLE: 
Additional Administrative Support 

I 

STATE: 
Arizona 

- POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Hillion 

Site Visits . 

COURT: 

NUMBER: 

Superior· 
Haricopa County 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
26 to 39 

E.8.l05 

~--------------------------------~------~r------------------------------------~ ... CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:' 
Over 5,000 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

.. ' ~ . 

-PROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

The' court established the office of court administrator primarily for the objective of 
relieving the judge of. administrative responsibilities and keeping the judge on "the 
bench attend·ing. to judicial tasks and responsib~'lities ~ .. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TIME 

Site Visits . 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
I If!1proved Caseflow Management E.8.l06 

TITLE: 
Additional Aaministrative Support 

STATE: COURT: 
Florida 20th Judicial Circuit 

POPULATION SERVED B~.COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

100,000 - 499 ;999 16 .. 25 
-------------------------------------~------------------------------------------_i CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: . CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977 g 

1,000 - 4,999 Over 5,000 

~ROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Toe court administ.rator's position and supporting staff wete created in late 1972 with an 
LEAA grant. The grant ran for six.yeats. The position and staff are now funded 'through 
the county's budget. 

' .. :.: .-

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The Court Administrator is involved in performing many.an~ various non-jud~cial duties 
for both the circuit and .county judges~ ',. 

,,~ .", 

.. 
The responSiQilities'delegated to the .Court Administrator .bY the Chief Judge' include 
judic:Lal as.sigIlJ,llentsof 'labor through the use of a management information system; 
judge reassignments, courtroom assignment and calendar management; budgeting; personnel 
management; county jail inmate status reporting; space and equipment management; court 
reporter utilization; proposing and assisting with .the development of n~w programs; the 
development,·,revision, and distribution of local rules; continuing education which in
cludes funding and travel arrangements for judges; and monitoring and assignment of 
appeals from county court to circuit court .. 

'. 

Also a ~arge part.of the Court Administrator's time is spent in public relations and in 
coordinating and planning programs and functions as well as serving as a liaison between 
the judges and other agencies; including the Bar Associations, rhe public, civic organi
zations, and the news media. 
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PROGRAHS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TDm 

t PR~GRAM CATEGORY: 

Improved Casef1mv Management 

TITLE: 

Additional Administrative Support 

STATE: 
Missouri 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
Over One Million 

Site Visits . 

NUMBER: 

COURT: 
United States 
l~irrict Court 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 

E.8.108 

I 4 
-,I;-------~-------------_i---.--------~-------.=. ~-·l 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: ' 
100 - 499 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR'1977; 
1,000 - 4,999 

~---------,--..... --------------------------.~--.-----------.-----------------.--------~ PROGRAH DEVELOPMENT: 

-.1------:-----------------------;.....:.------------------------1, 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The court has utilized the clerk of the court to fulfill the typical responsibilities of 
a court administrat9r .. As assigned .by the Chief Judge, the clerk assists in caseflow 
management, attorney contact, scneduling, and other mattt~rs usually performed by a court 
administrator. 

, 

., .. 

.. " 

. ,- : ' . ,. 

: 
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I PROGRAMS ,TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE l'IHE 

:-
P~OGRAM CATEGORY: , 
Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 

Additional Administrative Support 

STATE: 

Al.abama 

POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 
500,000 - 1,000,000 

eRHfINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: . 
- 1,000 -,4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; 

Site Visits . 

NUHBER: 

E.8.l04 

COURT: 10th Judicial Circuit 
Criminal Division 

'. 

NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
5 - 9 

CIVI~ FILINGS FOR 1977: 

The Cou~t Administrator's position was created five years ago. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The Court Administrator conducts complex and in-·depth studies into the organizational ' 
structure,. methods. and procedures,applicable court rules and statutes, paperflow, equip
meI,lt in the courts, and prepares report of findings anp, recommendations for improvement. 

. .. . 
He develops and implements el!=ctronic data processing information and operational systems 
in all areas of the cOilrt, such as "Calendaring,. docketing, case tracking, accounting, 
case indexing, and juror selection and notification, etc. 

He ~evelops 10ng~range plans and priorities for the courts based on an 'in-depth analysis 
of past and current data and statistics. 

He d~velaps and ,prepares budgets and grant propo.~als which reflect the future physical 
and ope~at_iona~n~eds of the courts. 

He supervises technical and court c.1erical personnel involved 
devel<?pment and caseflow and juror management. 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATOR):" JUDGE TllIE -
Site Visits ' 

.. PROGRAH CATEGORY: NUMBER: 

Improved Caseflow Management 
F.lOl 

~----------------------------------------------------~--~--~~~---------------4 TITLE: 

Automated Legal Re?earch 

STATE: 
Pennsylvania 

COURT: Common Pleas 
Philadelphia County 

--.---------------------------i POPULATION 'SERVED BY COURT: NUMBER OF JUDGES: 
Over One Million Over 40 

~------------~~-----------------------+-------------------------~------~ CRllliNAL FILINGS FOR 1977:,' CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 
• .- Over 5,000 Over,5,OOO 

~~----===~----------------------------~---,-----------------~----~----------~ rpJ{OGRAM DEVEL~PMENT: 

: 
" 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The court's library facili·ties have been expanded with the introduction of LEXIS, a 
.' computet'ized legal research terminal which was leased from Mead Data Central to faci1i'-' 

tate"the research efforts of judges, their law clerks and members of the staffs of the 
Distri'ct Attorney, City Solicitor and Volunteer Defender. The equipment makes it pos
sible to ~arrow the field of legal research invol~ed in preparation of a case and to 
reduce to a matter of minutes the time required for this phase of, prepaJ;'a~io~ fbr .trial, 
brief writing or opin~on writ1ng,. . " 

The costs for th'is system are shared by the court and participating attorneys. 
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I PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORX' JUDGE TINE 

PROGRAt-! CATEGORY: 

Improved Caseflow Management 

TITLE: 

Jury 'Indoctrination 

STATE: 

., _, Maryland 
POPULATION SERVED BY COURT: 

100,000-499,999 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977:: 
1,000-4,999 

Site Visits ' 

NUMBER: 

I COURT: Circuit 
Anne Arundel County 

NUlvlBER OF JUDGES: 

5-9 

F.104 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977: 

Over'5,OOO 

~------------~~------------------~--------------------~--------~ PROGRAM DEVELOPH1'NT: 
c' ", 

.. 

"PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The court uses audio/visual recordings lasting 'approximately 45 minutes for instructing 
all prospective jurors. At the end of the recording there is five minutep of instruction 
by a judge.' " 

, . 
The jurors must be available for jury duty for the next four ,veeks. 
call the' court to see if they are heeded for thE;! following day. The 
to appear unless a jury is being selected. 

.. ' 
" 
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PROGRAMS TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TillE 

PROGRAM CATEGORY; 
Improved Caseflow :Management 

TITLE: 
Standard Instructions and Forms 

STATE: 
W§lshington 

POPULATION SERVED B~ COURT: 
Over One :Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: . 
1,000 - 4,999 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

Site Visits . 

COURT: 

NUMBER: 

Superior 
King County 

NUNBER OF JUDGES: 
26 - 39 

F.106 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977; 
Over 5,000 

~----~----------.------------------- ----------~--------------------------------~ PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

The court hap used a standard set of legal forms and instructions for the use of judges 
since 1978. ·The pattern forms cover a wide variety of documentation required of judges 
and have be~n:prepareci on a statewide basis by the state office of. court administrator., 

As a resu'l t bf the use of the s tandarns, the trial court judges no longer need to re
search t.he··legal documentation .cal1ed for by the variolls court procedures. This has 
resulted in both consistency in documentation arid a saving of judge time in research. 
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PROGRAMS ,TO REDUCE NON-ADJUDICATORY JUDGE TillE 

Site Visits ' 

PROGRAM CATEGORY: NUMBER: 
. Change to Master Calendar 

F.107 
TITLE: 

~------------~---------- .------~---------------------...-------------------------------~ STATE: COURT: Conunon Pleas 
Pennsylvania Allegheny County 

~ ~----------- ------------------------~----------~-------------------------------------------_4 . POPULATION S}:,,t{VED B~ COURT: N[J}1BER OF JUDGES: 

. 

Over One Million 

CRIMINAL FILINGS FOR 1977: ' 
Over 5,000 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 

}'ROGRAH DESCRIPTION: 

Over 40 

CIVIL FILINGS FOR 1977~ 
Over 5,000 

, Civil Cases 

The Calendar Control Clerk prepares ,a master ,list 2 months in advance of trial d-ate. 
At the judge/courtroom assignment session, if the case ,is not settled and is ready for 
trial, it is assigned to the next available, judg'e., 

, , 

Criminal'Cases .. 
Court staff prepares case list with the oldest and most severe placed first (murder cases 

~ are the exception, as they are assigned to individual judges). The case list is pre
pared 3 weeks in 'advance of trial date. At the assignment session, if the case is rea~y 
for trial, it is assigned to,the next available judge. 

, 
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APPENDIX E 

Persons Interviewed 
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Honorable Robert-C. Broomfield 
Presiding Judge 
Maricopa County Superior Court 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Mr. John G. Byers 
Circuit Court Administrator 
Sarasota, Florida 

Mr. Roger Carlquist 
Circuit Court Administrator 
Anne Arundel County 
Annapolis, Maryland 

Honorable Carl R. Gaertner, Chief Judge 
Cir,cuit Court of City of St. Louis 
Civil Courts Building 
St. Louis, Missouri 

I 
Honorable Wallace C. Gibson 
Circuit Judge 
Tenth Judicial Circuit of Alabama 
Birmingham, Alabama 

Mr. Michael D. Hall 
Court Administrator 
Multnomah County Circuit Court 
Portland, Oregon 

Mr. John Hogan 
Court Administrator 
Superior Court 
Providence, Rhode Island 

Mr. David Jackson 
Executive Aide to Chief Court Administrator 
Superior Court 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Mr. L. M. Jacobs, IV 
Circuit Court Administrator 
Third Judicial Circuit Court 
~etroit, Michigan 

Mr. Robert D. Lipscher 
Circuit Executive 
Second Circuit - United States Courts 
New York, New York 
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Honorable James H. Heredith, Chief Judge 
United Sta.tes District Court 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Dr. Dennis Metrick 
Director, Planning Unit 
Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Mr. Gary A. Morris 
Assistant Court Administrator 
cMaricopa County Superior Court 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Mr. Francis X. Orfanello 
Executive Secretary to the Chief Justice 
Suffolk County Superior Court 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Mr. Jerry Parkhurst 
Office of the Court Administrator 
King County Superior Court 
Seattle, l'lashington 

Mr. Richard D. Shannon 
Court Administrator 
29th Judicial District 
Kansas City, Kansas 

Mr. Charles Starrett, Jr. 
Court Administrator 
Allegheny County 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Mr. Lewis P. Stephenson 
Superior Court Administrator 
Seattle,' Hashington 

Mr. Peter Summer 
Court Administrator 
Tenth Judicial Circuit of Alabama 
B~rmingham, Alabama 

Mr. William D. Wilkinson, Sr. 
Circuit Court Administrator 
Fort Meyers; Florida 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The literature included in this annotated bibliography deals with 
cases and programs which address the use of legal and clerical personnel 
to assist in reducing the non-judicial time demands placed upon judges. 
The literature included in this bibliography covers the following topics: 

• Innovative court administrativ~ programs. 

• ,Use of attorneys as volunteers to the courts. 
I 
.' 

_; Legality of appointing lay people to the court. 

• Responsibilities of masters in the English judicial system. 

• Use o~ magistrates by the federal judicial courts. 

e Use of masters in the court system. 

• Responsibilities of trial court administrators • 
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1. A1schu1er, Albert H., "The Trial Judge's Role in Plea Bargaining, Part I", 
Columbia Law Review, Vol.: 76, No.7, November 1976 

The article articulates logical and straightforward procedures for 
engaging in plea bargaining to reduce case backlog, and advocates 
judficia1 control of the plea bargaining process in order to offer 
defendants a clear and tangible basis ~or entering their guilty . 
pleas. 

2 •. Baar, Carl, "Patterns and Strategies of Court Administration in Canada and 
. the United States", i\dministration Pub1igue Du Canada, 1977 

The paper identifies differences in patterns of court administration 
and strategies pursued by judiciaries in Canada and the United States. 
Constitutional differences have promoted more unified systems of court 
administration in Canada than in the United States. Canadian judi-
Iciaries have dePfnded on the legal community to serve as their patron 
while American judiciaries have promoted organizational growth and 
sought empowerment rather than relying on powerful allies. 

3. Bieber, Sander M., "United States Magistrates: Additional Duties in Civil 
Proceedings", Case Western Reserve Law Review, Vol. 27, No.2, Hinter 1977 

The Federal Magistrates Act was drafted to facilitate delegation of 
judicial duties to magistrates. The article reviews the magistrate's 
role in civil matters and concludes that the "'('lay to resolve conflicting 
court interpretations of the Act is thr9ugh legislation. The article 
examines recent legislation and suggests how the use of magistrates 
could enhance judicial efficiency without sacrificing the quality of 
justice. 

4. Boyle, John S., "Making a Big Court Better", Judicature, Vol. 60, No.5, 
December 1976 

The article discusses programs that have been implemented by the 
Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois to assist its judges in handling 
the large case1oad. Innovative programs include: centralized data 
processing, thirty-day hearings, witness control, case monitoring, 
administrative flexibility, juvenile screening and diversion, motion 
court, recognizance bonds, no progress call, pre-trial. section, liqui
dated insurance calendar, medical malpractice section, day care center 
and a pro se small claims court. 

5. Bradford, Robert and Felice K. Shea, "Is There a New Role for Lawyers in 
Non-adversary Proceedings?", Judicature, Vol. 62, No.1, June-July 1978 

The article gives examples of programs where lawyers are serving as 
volunteers to the courts. In 1976, volunteer arbitrators determined 
approximately 30,000 cases in Ne~ York City. Lawyers have been ap
pOinted as hearing officers, special masters and conference officers. 
In some jurisdictions, lawyers perform legal research for judges as 
part-time volunteers. 
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6. Butler, Burton W., "Presiding Judges' Role Perceptions of Trial Court 
Administrators", Justice Systems Journal; Volume 3, Winter 1977. 

This article presents the results of a slirvey of presiding judges 
covering the delegation and assignment of a ,vide range of duties 
and!responsibilities to trial court administrators. It concludes 
that the functions most frequently assigned to court administrato~s 
are specifically non-judicial or administrative in nature. 

7. Federal Judicial Center, Developments in Judicial Administration, August 1974 

The article discusses recent judicial administrative programs that 
have improved the rate at which Federal cases are disposed of. Pro
grams using magistrates, individual calendars, omnibus hearings, juror 
utilization and automatic data processing are reviewed. 

8. Fed~ral Judicial Ce~ter, Report of Committee to Study the Role of Masters 
in the English Judicial System, 1974 

. ' . 

The report describes the responsibilities of masters in the English 
judicial system and evaluates the procedures that are used in dis
charging those responsibilities . 

9. Flanders, Steven, "Supporting Staff", Case Management and Court Management 
in United St~tes District Courts, Federal Judicial Center, September 1977 

10. 

The article gives examples of how magistrates, lmv clerks, court re
porters, and the clerk' D office assist in per::orming non-judicial 
tasks. The article concludes by presenting findings and observations 
on how these positions could be strengthened. 

9allagher, Joseph D., 1IAn Expanding Civil Role: for United States Magistrates", 
The American University Law Revie\v, Vol. 26, No.1, Fall 1976 

The article examines the widespread and intensive use of magistrates 
by the federal district courts. The magistrates are constitutionally 
capable of determintng factual disputes and certain'procedural matters 
and of assisting district judges by making recormnendations for dis
position of substantive matters. 

11. Greaney, The Honorable John M., "Trials Before Masters: A Procedural and 
Substantive Primer for the Practicing Lawyer", Massachusetts Law Review, 
Vol. 63, No.5, October 1978 

Congestion in the civil trial lists has caused frequent references to 
masters for trials. This article represents a thorough and practical 
review of the law in this area and is designed to give the trial 
practitioner a ready and complete reference. 
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12. Greer, A. G., "Procedural Refonn: Oiling the Overburdened Delivery of 
Legal Services", Florida Bar Journal, pp 495-504, October 1977 

The article discusses expediting civil litigation in federal courts 
t~rough the ,use of standing masters. 

. i 
13. Hay, Deanne Watts, "Lay Judges and the Kansas Judicial System", \ The' 

University of Kansas La~v Review, Vol. 25, No.2, T..Tinter 1977 

r~~ The article summarizes the role of lay judges, particularly their 
position in the Kansas judiciary and explains the basic arguments 

~' raised in challenges to the use of lay judges. 

14. Institute for Court Management, Proposed Job Description Tr,ia1 Court 
Administrator, 1978 

I The paper describes selection criteria, responsibilities and qualifi-
cations for a trial court administrator. 

15. Karlen, Delmar, Judicial Administration, The American Experience, London, 
Buttersworths, 1970 

The United States has mOTe judges and 1a~vyers than England, yet the 
courts are unable to keep up with the workload. This article 
postulates that one reason may be that the United States does not 
have a magistrate system like England's. 

16. Kaufman, Irving P., "The Fifth Anglo-American Exchange: Some Observations", 
Judicature, Vol. 61, No.7, February 1978 

The article discusses how the English use a central administr.ative 
and legal staff to prepare and transcribe a court case from its 
inception and then draft a summary of the case for the judge. This 
legal assistance relieves the judge of tedious preparatory work. 

17. Lasker, The Honorable Morris E., "The Court Crunch: A Vie~v From the Bench", 
76 Federal Rules Decisions, December 1977 

The article discusses why there is an increase in the number of court 
cases. Reasons cited are: the wealth of the nation and the revolu
tion of rising expectations and explosion of legislative enactments. 
One possible cure is the development of new non-judicial methods for 
the resolution of disputes. These methods include arbitration, media
tion or community conciliation. 
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18. P~ro, Steven, I1United States Hagistrates: A New Federal Judic'ia1 Officer l1

, 

Justice Systems Journal, Winter 1976 

The p,aper examines the effects of the office of United States Magis
trate on the operation of the federal court system. The difference 
between the'magistrates and U.S. Commissioners' activities, especially 
the cases' and issues the magistrates consider, are described. Also 
examined is the structure of the magistrate system, the changes in 
their authority and activities within the federal court system, and 
the assistance provided district court judges by the m~gistrates. 

19. Saltzburg, Stephen A., "The Unnecessarily Expanding Role of the American 
Trial Judge", Virginia Law Review, Vol. 64, No.1, February 1978 

The article attempts to outline permissible and impermissible tech
niques of judicial intervention in trials. The judges' reliance 
on prosecuting and defense attorneys for providing information is 
highlighted. 

20. Sarat, Austin, "Understanding Trial Courts", Judicature, Vol. 61, No.7, 
February 1978 

The article discusses the need to establish policies for allocating 
court time and resources and to identify what courts can do well and 
what they can't do well. 

21. Schwarzer, William W., "Managing Civil Litigation: The Trial Judge's Role", 
Judicature, Vol. 61, No.8, April 1978 

The article discusses the importance of pretrial intervention by a 
judge to help define the issues and make sure parties ate prepared. 

22. Sensevich, Ila Jeanne, "Magistrates, Unlimited l1
, October 1973 

The paper reviews the legislative history of the Magistrates Act to 
gain insight into Corigl~eSS' obj ectives in authorizing district courts 
to assign duties to the magistrates; to consider the validity of con
stitutional challenges to magistrates' functions, and to report on 

~. the new duties being performed by magistrates in various districts 
throughout the country. 

23. Sensevich, Ila Jeanne, "Maximum Use of Magistrates", June 1978 

The paper discusses the broad jurisdiction made available to the 
magistrates under the recent amendment to the Hagistrates Act, 
28 U.S.C. Section 636(6). Magistrates can hear all pretrial matters 
and can conduct hearings and submit findings of fact and recommenda
tions for deposition. Magistrates may also serve as special masters. 
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24. United States Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration, Nati~nal Survey of Court Organization, October 1973 

. and 
United States Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis

tration, National Survey of Court Organization, 1977, Supplement to 
State Judicial Systems, May 1977 

The surveys identify state and local courts and their major sub
divisions, the location of court records, the legal and geographic 
jurisdiction of the courts and the number. and type of court personnel. 

25. Whe,eler, Russell R. ~ and Howard R. Whitcomb, "Court Structure and Personnel", 
Judicial Administration: Text and Readings, pp 89-96, 1977 

The. article discusses the shifting of non-judge case management from 
court clerks 'to court administrators. The functions of court adminis
trators are listed. Also mentioned is how some case-manager judges 
use their law clerks, secretaries and courtroom deputies to perform 
liason with attorneys to ask questions which ~.;rould be improp'er for 
them to ask . 
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